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I.

INTRODUCTION
On August 14, 2008, Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) Thomas requested, via

electronic mail communication, that each of the Large Investor Owned Utilities provide
information on how the individual Utility verifies, certifies, and re-certifies customer
income eligibility for the California Alternate Rate for Energy (CARE) and Low
Income Energy Efficiency (LIEE) programs. ALJ Thomas requested that each IOU
serve and file its response by August 21, 2008. Pacific Gas and Electric Company
(PG&E) hereby responds to ALJ Thomas’ data request.

II.

DISCUSSION
ALJ REQUEST:

Please provide me information on when/ how your utility verifies/ certifies/ re-certifies
customer income eligibility for CARE and/ or LIEE.

PG&E RESPONSE:
1.

LIEE

LIEE is a program which provides and installs free home weatherization and
energy efficiency appliances to qualifying low-come customers. For LIEE, PG&E
verifies income eligibility of 100% of LIEE customers in advance of assessing and
treating the customer’s home. PG&E verifies income eligibility of LIEE customers by
reviewing each customer’s income documentation consistent with the income
qualification process described in Section 2.2.3 of the Statewide LIEE Policy and
Procedures Manual. (See Attachment A). The LIEE program is not a continuous
enrollment program and therefore no re-certification or post-enrollment process is
necessary or applicable.
2.

CARE

The CARE program provides a discount off of the energy bill of qualifying low
income customers. PG&E enrolls residential customers in the CARE program and
verifies eligibility for the CARE program through the following three processes:
certification, recertification and post-enrollment verification.
2.a.

Certification of CARE Eligibility and CARE Enrollment

Customers can self-certify their income eligibility for the CARE Program
through completion of either a paper application or on-line application. PG&E
processes all residential CARE applications within two business days of receipt.
Qualified non-fixed-income residential customers are certified for eligibility for CARE
for two years, and fixed-income customers are certified for eligibility for CARE for four
years. Once certified as eligible, customers are enrolled in CARE.
1

In addition to customer enrollment through self-certification, PG&E has two forms of
automatic enrollment by which PG&E automatically enrolls certain customers into
CARE based on such customer(s) enrollment in other programs with similar income
eligibility requirements. PG&E exchanges CARE customer data with SCE, SCG, and
SMUD in order to automatically enroll each other’s low-income customers in the shared
service area. PG&E also uses internal customer data to automatically enroll customers
participating in the LIEE and/or LIHEAP programs.
2.b

Re-Certification of CARE Eligibility

Once enrolled on CARE via self certification or automatic enrollment, fixed
income CARE customers must be re-certified after four years to remain enrolled, and
non-fixed income customers must be re-certified after two years.1
Ninety days before a customer’s CARE discount expires, PG&E mails the
customer a recertification notice and application (in English, Spanish, Chinese, and
Vietnamese). Customers are required to self-recertify by completing the paper or online recertification application. PG&E also provides an automated reminder phone call
45 days after the original recertification notice and mails a reminder letter (in English,
Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese) 60 days after the original notice. If the customer
still does not respond within the 90-day period, the customer is removed from the
CARE program. PG&E mails the customer a letter informing them that they were
removed from CARE and a new application inviting them to re-apply if they still
qualify.
2.c.

CARE Post-Enrollment Verification

Customers selected for post-enrollment verification (PEV) must provide
documentation demonstrating income eligibility for CARE enrollment.
A percentage of customers is selected for the PEV process as customers apply (via self
certification) or re-certify for the CARE program. PG&E surveys the annual usage of

1

The Commission approved PG&E’s proposal to extend the recertification process from one or
two years to four years for fixed income customers. Decision 06-12-038, at p. 52; and
Conclusion of Law 39, at p. 71.

2

customers who were certified or recertified during the previous month and randomly
selects customers for income verification on a graduating scale, as follows:
Highest Usage
Through Previous
Year
Tier 1-3
Tier 4: 1-6 Months
Tier 4: 7-9 Months
Tier 4: 10-12 Months
Tier 5
Gas Only

Verification
Rate
0.5%
1%
5%
25%
100%
1%

This process results in approximately 10% of total CARE applicants being
selected for PEV each month. A letter (in English, Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese)
is mailed to these customers stating that they have been selected for income verification
and have 90 days to provide documentation of their total annual household income to
remain enrolled on the CARE program. A guide is also included with the letter
showing the types of income documentation that are accepted for various sources of
income. An automated reminder phone call is performed 45 days after the original
notice and a reminder letter (in English, Spanish, Chinese, and Vietnamese) is mailed
60 days after the original notice. If the customer still does not respond within the 90day period, or provides documentation showing that they do not qualify, they are
removed from the CARE program. The customer is eligible to re-enroll at any time, as
long as they provide the requested income documentation showing that they are
qualified. Customers who have already provided income documentation to CARE
within the previous two years are exempt from the PEV process. Customers who have
participated in LIEE or LIHEAP are also exempt from the PEV process since they have
already provided income documentation as a requirement for those programs.
The results of PG&E’s certification, recertification, and verification processes
are reported in Table 2C – CARE Enrollment, Recertification, Attrition, and Penetration
and Table 3C – CARE Standard Random Verification Results of the PG&E LIEE and
CARE Monthly Report.

3

III.

CONCLUSION
PG&E’s LIEE and CARE certification and verification processes are designed

to facilitate enrollment and continued enrollment of eligible low income customers
while minimizing participation by customers who exceed the eligibility income
guidelines.

Respectfully Submitted,
CHONDA J. NWAMU
DANIEL F. COOLEY
By: _
__/s/_____________
DANIEL F. COOLEY
Law Department
Pacific Gas and Electric
Company
77 Beale Street
P. O. Box 7442
San Francisco, CA 94120
Telephone: (415) 973-6646
Fax: (415) 973-0516
E-Mail: dfc2@pge.com
Attorneys for
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY
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1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
This Program Year 2006 Statewide LIEE Policy and Procedures Manual (PY2006 P&P
Manual) describes the policies and procedures followed in the Low Income Energy
Efficiency (LIEE) Programs administered by Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E),
Southern California Edison Company (SCE), Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas),
and San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E). This PY2006 P&P Manual is
accompanied by two other documents with which all contractors working in these programs
must comply:


California Conventional Home Weatherization Installation Standards, which
describes the materials and installation procedures that must be followed during
the installation of measures in conventional homes; and



California Mobile Home Weatherization Installation Standards, which describes
the materials and installation procedures that must be followed during the
installation of measures in mobile homes;

Copies of these documents (referred to hereafter as the Installation Standards, or the WIS
Manuals) may be obtained from the individual utilities.
The policies and procedures in this PY2006 P&P Manual are supplemented by the general
and specific terms and conditions incorporated into contracts between the utilities and their
contract service providers as part of the LIEE Program.
Updates in Program policies and procedures may be issued by the utilities during the course
of the 2006 Program Year. The operational interpretation of policies and procedures
incorporated into this PY2006 Manual and the associated Installation Standards rests with the
utilities’ Program Managers. Changes in the means of implementing policies, procedures
and standards will be discussed with contractors prior to being made.
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1.2 Structure of this Manual
The remainder of this PY2006 P&P Manual is organized as follows:


Section 2 specifies general statewide policies and procedures relating to customer
and home eligibility for the LIEE Program.



Section 3 discusses polices relating to customer outreach and customer relations.



Section 4 describes the services that are provided under the LIEE Program in the
initial home visit.



Section 5 lists the energy efficiency measures that are available to participants in
the PY2006 LIEE Program.



Section 6 discusses policies relating to minor home repairs and furnace repairs and
replacements.



Section 7 describes polices and procedures relating to the installation of energy
efficiency measures and the provision of minor home repairs in participating
homes.



Section 8 summarizes general statewide inspection polices and procedures.



Section 9 discusses contractor eligibility.



Section 10 describes policies and procedures relating to natural gas appliance
testing.



Appendix A provides a list of the cities comprising the CEC climate zones used in
the determination of ceiling insulation levels and Program eligibility of other
measures.
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2
Customer and Structural Eligibility

2.1 Overview
This section discusses the eligibility of individual households for LIEE Program services.
Eligibility of a household for measures offered through the Program depends on several
factors, including:


Household income;



The utility services provided by the utility to the dwelling;



The specific type of structure in which the household resides;



The ability to obtain the approval of the landlord in the event the household resides
in rental property;



Previous LIEE Program services provided for the property in question; and



The dwelling’s need for energy efficiency measures offered through the Program.

These eligibility requirements are explained below.

2.2 Income Requirements
2.2.1. Income Guidelines
All the utilities use the LIEE income guidelines established by the California Public Utilities
Commission (“CPUC” or “Commission”) to qualify participants in the LIEE Program.
These guidelines are provided to the utilities by the CPUC on an annual basis. There are two
sets of income levels that define the income eligibility requirement. As established in D. 0106-010,1 the first set of the income levels applies if the applicant is 18 years or older, and no
permanent household member is 60 years or older or disabled.2 The second set of income
levels applies if the applicant is 18 years or older and one or more permanent household
members is either 60 years of age or older, or disabled. The CPUC updates the LIEE income
1

2

See Interim Opinion: Eligibility Criteria and Rate Discount Level for Low Assistance Programs, D. 01-06010, June 7, 2001.
A disability must be a long-term condition in order for the household to qualify for the second tier
guidelines.
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guidelines every year for inflation. Table 2-1 presents these guidelines for the period of June
1, 2005 through May 31, 2006. This table will be updated annually prior to June 1.
Table 2-1: Income Guidelines (June 1, 2005 Through May 31, 2006)

Number of People Living
in Household
1
2
3
4
5
6
If greater than 6, add the
following amount per person

If the applicant is 18 years
or older, and NO
permanent household
member is 60 years or
older or disabled, total
household income before
taxes cannot exceed:
$24,200
$24,200
$28,400
$34,200
$40,000
$45,800

If the applicant is 18 years
or older and ONE OR
MORE permanent
household members is
either 60 years of age or
older, or disabled, total
household income before
taxes cannot exceed:
$27,700
$27,700
$32,500
$39,200
$45,900
$52,600

$5,800

$6,700

2.2.2. Types of Income Included in Household Income
For the purposes of determining Program eligibility, all income is considered, from all
household members, from all sources listed in Table 2-2, whether taxable or non-taxable
income, including (but not limited to) wages, salaries, interest, dividends, child support,
spousal support, disability or veteran’s benefits, rental income, Social Security, pensions and
all social welfare program benefits before any deductions are made. Table 2-2 indicates the
specific items included as income for the purpose of determining eligibility for the LIEE
Program.
The following types of receipts are not considered household income for the purposes of
determining eligibility:


Loan proceeds;



Assets (money in bank accounts, a house, a car or other property of possessions);



Funds transferred from one applicant account to another; or



Liquidation of assets (other than the portion representing capital gains).
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Table 2-2: Items Included in Income
Wages, salaries and commissions
Alimony payments
Child support payments
Disability benefits
Foster care payments
Realized capital gains on assets
Interest and dividends on assets

Food stamps
Gambling/lottery winnings
General relief
Monetary gifts (both one-time and recurring)
Insurance settlements or legal settlements*
Pension payments or withdrawals*

401K payments or withdrawals1
Rental income and royalties2
School grants, scholarships or other aid*
Self-employment earnings2
Social security payments
Housing subsidies
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
payments and State Supplemental
Payments (SSPs)
Temporary Assistance to Needy Families
(TANF) payments
Unemployment Benefits payments
Veterans Administration Benefit payments
Workers Compensation payments
Union strike fund benefits

1 Other than loans.
2 For rental income and self-employment income, only positive values of income are included. Negative net
rents and negative self-employment income are ignored.

2.2.3. Verification of Income
Income documentation must be reviewed, recorded, copied and retained by service providers
prior to the installation of measures for all prospective participants. Qualification for other
programs cannot be taken as adequate evidence of qualification for the LIEE Program, except
in the case where the utility has verified that the customer is CARE-eligible within the past
year. CARE self-certification does not automatically qualify a household for LIEE, except in
the case of group homes, where it is specifically allowed.
The utility will periodically audit income documentation retained by the contractor. In the
event that documentation is not complete and correct for a participant, payment to the
contractor for the provision of Program services to that unit may be disallowed.
The kinds of income documentation required by the Program include but are not limited to
those presented in 2-3. In applying these documentation requirements, the following
stipulations must be observed:


Current award letters must include the value of the award and the period of time in
question. They must also be dated within one year of the customer’s signature
date and must list the customer’s name.

Customer and Structural Eligibility (October 25, 2005)
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Affidavits relating to gifts must indicate the amount and frequency of the gift(s).
They must also contain the name, phone number, address and signature of the
giver.



In determining rental income, it must be understood that a renter-landlord
relationship exists between household members when a room or rooms in the
home are being rented. Unless the renter is a dependent of someone in the
household, the renter’s income is not included in household income and the renter
is not counted as a household member. The rental payments count as household
income. In the event that the renter is a dependent of someone in the household,
the renter’s income is counted, the renter is considered as a household member,
and the rental payment is not counted as part of household income. A dependent is
anyone claimed on the applicant’s income tax return.



Federal income tax documentation must include copies of all 1099s and W-2
forms.



Affidavits from an employer who pays the applicant cash wages must be on the
employer’s letterhead and include the company name, address and phone number.
It must also include the name of the applicant, total amount paid to the applicant,
and the frequency of payments, and must contain a signature from the employer’s
authorized representative.
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Table 2-3: Types of Income Documentation
Type of Income
Wages, salaries and
commissions
alimony or child support
payments
Disability benefits, foster care
payments, Unemployment
Benefits, VA Benefits, Workers
Compensation
CAPITAL gains
Food stamps
Gambling/lottery winnings
General relief
Monetary gifts
Proceeds from insurance
settlements or legal settlements
Interest and dividend income
Pension or 401K payments or
withdrawals
Rental income 1

School grants, scholarships or
other aid
Self-employment earnings1

Documentation
Copy of customer’s payroll check stub(s) OR Federal
income tax filing showing gross income OR affidavit
from employer (for cash wages only, and only where
just one employer)
Copy of check, bank statement, OR most recent court
document stating amount
Copy of checks stubs OR copy of most recent award
letter
Federal Income Tax filing showing capital gains
Copy of most recent award letter OR
food stamp/cash issuance letter (indicate TANF or
General Relief)
determined on case-by-case basis
Copy of most recent award letter (Notice of Action) OR
copy of uncashed check(s) OR copy of direct deposit
statement(s)
Copy of customer’s bank statement OR affidavit from
gift giver
Copy of settlement document
Copy of customer’s bank statement(s) OR copy of
customer’s investment statement(s) OR Federal Income
Tax filing showing gross income
Copy of customer’s check stubs OR copy of most recent
award letter OR Form 1099R from prior year
Tax return (Form 1040, Schedule E, Total Rental Real
Estate and Royalty Income or Loss) showing rental
income OR copy of rental receipts OR copy of rental
agreement specifying rent amount and affidavit from
tenant
Copy of award letter OR copies of cancelled checks

Income statement showing most recent quarterly
adjusted earnings plus prior year’s tax return (1040
Schedule C, Net Profit or Loss) OR written affidavit
from an accountant or applicant
Housing subsidies
award letter
SSI payments, TANF payments, Copy of most recent award letter (Notice of Action) OR
or Social Security payments
copy of uncashed check(s) OR copy of customer’s
direct deposit statement
Union strike fund benefits
Copy of benefits payment stub
1 For rental income and self-employment income, only positive values of income are included. Negative net
rents and negative self-employment income are ignored.
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If the applicant receives cash wages for jobs like mowing lawns, babysitting,
handyman services, casual day labor, etc., a self-employment affidavit from the
applicant is acceptable if it meets all Program criteria.



In cases where a household claims no income for the past 12 months, the applicant
must demonstrate his or her means of financial support other than income. In the
event that the applicant cannot provide documentation of either income or other
means of support, Program services will not be performed until such information is
provided.

2.2.4. Household Income Calculation Procedures
Household income guidelines are based on gross (pre-tax) annual income. For selfemployed individuals, gross (pre-tax) income is defined to be net profit or loss from selfemployment. In the event that a full 12 months of income information is not available, or if
there has been a change in the employment status of the household over the past 12 months,
it may be necessary to annualize income from a shorter period of time. If, for instance, a
household member has been employed for six months, the income earned over this period
would be annualized by multiplying it by 2.
It is the intention of the LIEE Program for all outreach personnel to compute annual income
as accurately as possible. The calculations used will depend on the type of records available
from each household member. Since all household members may not have the same type of
income records, it may be necessary, and appropriate, to use more than one method when
documenting income for different members of the same household.
2.2.5. Determining Household Size
Household size is the current number of people living in the home as permanent residents.
Friends or family on a temporary visit (less than 6 months) are not considered household
members nor are their earnings part of household income.
Children and/or other dependents residing in the household only on weekends, holidays, or
vacations may be counted as part of the household only if the family claims them as
dependents on their federal income tax filing. Children by previous marriages who do not
reside in the home cannot be considered household members, even if they are receiving child
support, unless they are claimed as dependents on the applicant's federal income tax filing.
2.2.6. Qualifying Multifamily Complexes
The LIEE Program makes use of fractional income qualification for certain measures for
multifamily complexes. The terms of income qualification are as follows:


For the purposes of determining income eligibility, multifamily complexes are
defined as those with five (5) or more dwelling units. Duplexes, triplexes, and
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four-plexes will be qualified as single family homes for the purposes of
determining income eligibility.


In multi-family buildings, the following measures may be offered only to dwelling
units occupied by income-qualified households: refrigerators, evaporative coolers,
and high efficiency window-wall air conditioners.



To qualify an entire multifamily building for other measures offered by the
Program (defined as 80-20 measures), at least 80% of all (occupied and
unoccupied) dwelling units must be occupied by income-qualified households.
However, if at least 80% of all units adjacent to a common attic space satisfy the
80% rule, that attic space may be treated even if the 80% rule is not satisfied for
the entire building. In the event that fewer than 80% of the dwelling units are
occupied by income-qualified households, individual dwelling units occupied by
qualifying households may still receive all feasible 80-20 measures.



Service providers must review, copy and store income documentation for all
households used to qualify an apartment building. The provider must also make its
best effort to review and record income documentation for all other households in
the multifamily building (i.e., those not used to meet the 80% qualification
standard).



Unoccupied and other non-qualified multifamily dwellings may be weatherized, as
long as the multifamily building satisfies the 80% rule for income qualification.

2.3 Service Eligibility
2.3.1. General Service Eligibility Conditions
To be eligible for the LIEE Program, a customer must be served by an active utility
account/meter. In an area served by different investor-owned gas and electric utilities (e.g.,
the SoCalGas-SCE overlap area) the fuel source for the dwelling’s space heat shall determine
which utility will be the primary provider of weatherization services to the dwelling as long
as that fuels source is either natural gas or electricity. In the event that a non-IOU heating
fuel is used and the home has air conditioning, the electric IOU will be the provider of
weatherization measures other than infiltration-reduction measures.
The following measure-specific eligibility requirements will be observed in the LIEE
Program.


HVAC Measures. HVAC measures are all measures affecting heating and/or air
conditioning usage in participating homes. HVAC measures can be divided into
infiltration reduction measures and other HVAC measures. Infiltration-reduction
measures include door weather-stripping, caulking, outlet gaskets, and evaporative
cooler covers. Non infiltration reduction HVAC measures include ceiling
insulation, high efficiency window/wall air conditioners, and evaporative coolers.
Homes heated with a non-IOU fuel but which also take air-conditioning service
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from an IOU are ineligible for infiltration reduction measures, but are eligible for
non-infiltration reduction HVAC measures only.


Electric Equipment Measures. Electric equipment measures include threadin compact fluorescents, hard-wired compact fluorescent porch light fixtures (for
single family non-mobile homes only), and refrigerator replacements. The utilities
will continue to offer all other feasible LIEE electric equipment measures to
homes with non-IOU space heating and/or water heating fuels.



Water Heating Measures. Water heating measures include pipe wrap, faucet
aerators, low-flow shower heads and water heater blankets. The utilities will not
offer water heating measures to homes that heat water with non-IOU fuels.



Minor Home Repairs. Minor home repairs include services intended to reduce
infiltration, mitigate hazardous conditions, or accommodate the installation of
other measures. Minor home repairs that reduce infiltration will not be provided to
homes with non-IOU combustion fuels. However, the utilities will perform noninfiltration reduction minor home repairs in these homes. Subject to the provisions
of Section 10 of this P&P Manual, furnace repair and replacements and water
heater repairs and replacements may be made in owner-occupied homes when
necessary to mitigate NGAT fails.3 The utilities will not offer furnace
repairs/replacements or water heater repairs/replacements to homes that use nonIOU combustion fuels because they are not authorized to repair or replace
appliances using these fuels.

2.3.2. Referrals
In order to provide the maximum opportunity for eligible customers to receive all feasible
measures, the four IOUs—PG&E, SCE, SoCalGas, and SDG&E—will set up a referral
system with each other and with the local Department of Community Services and
Development (DCSD) agencies.
In the event that a customer uses a space or water heating fuel provided by an entity other
than an IOU, the utility will install measures for which the customer is eligible under the
utility’s program and refer the customer to local agencies funded by the California
Department of Community Services and Development (DCSD) for Low-Income Home
Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) eligible measures not installed under the LIEE
Program. In order to implement this step, the utilities will work with DCSD and its local
contractor agency network to set up a formal referral procedure.

3

Note that NGAT fails are defined to include cases where appliances are non-operational, or where a furnace
is absent and the household uses another gas appliance for space heating. Furnaces and water heaters may
be serviced in non-owner-occupied homes to mitigate NGAT problems if servicing can be done at a minimal
cost.
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In the event that a customer lives in an area where one IOU utility provides one service
(either natural gas or electricity) and another IOU provides the other fuel (either electricity or
natural gas), and if one utility is not providing all measures, a referral system will also be
used to give the customer the opportunity to receive all measures for which he/she is eligible
under the LIEE Programs of the two utilities. If the electric utility contacts the household
first, it will install measures for which the household is eligible under the electric utility’s
Program and refer the customer to the natural gas utility’s program for measures relating to
natural gas end uses. If the initial contact is made by the natural gas utility, this utility will
install measures for which the customer is eligible under the utility’s program and refer the
customer to the electric utility’s program for measures applicable to electric end uses. In
both cases, the utility installing infiltration measures will conduct natural gas appliance
testing as long as the utility serves natural gas somewhere in its service area (and thus has
trained gas service representatives). In the event that the customer has electric space heat
served by an electric-only utility, the electric utility will not install infiltration measures if
natural gas appliances are present. However, in this case the electric utility will refer the
home to the local DCSD agency(ies).
In order to mitigate the duplication of costs that could otherwise be associated with
customers participating in two utility programs, two steps shall be taken:


First, outreach staff in each program will accept customer income qualification
documentation already obtained by outreach staff in the other program; and



Second, gas and electric utilities will offer common energy education in overlap
areas so that customers will need to receive education only under one program.

Additionally, the minimum measure requirement for eligibility (see Section 2.9) will not
apply to homes referred by one IOU to another, if the first IOU establishes that a home meets
this minimum for the combination of gas and electricity.

2.4 Treatment of Master-Metered Units
Customers whose service is covered by master meters may participate in the LIEE Program.
For these customers, the following policies and procedures will apply:


Deemed savings can be used in the evaluation of Program savings for mastermetered units.



Program personnel will explain the Program to the landlord or property manager
prior to contacting tenants.
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If the master-metered dwellings are multifamily units, the terms of Section 2.2.6
will apply. Landlords must be informed that income documentation will be
required for the purposes of determining eligibility.



Utilities may set a maximum on the percentage of participants treated by a
contractor in a program year that are master-metered. This percentage will
generally reflect the predominance of master-metered dwellings in the service
area, but will be no higher than 15%. Table 2-4 presents the limits on the
treatment of master-metered units for the four service utility programs. Three of
the utilities with relatively high proportions of low-income customers on either
electric or gas master meters will impose caps of 15%. SCE, which has a
relatively low percentage of low-income customers on master meters (primarily
because master metering is less common on electric meters) will impose a cap of
8%.

Table 2-4: Caps on Master-Metered Dwellings
Characteristic
Estimated percentage of lowincome dwellings with electric
master- meters

PG&E

SCE

SoCal Gas

SDG&E

10.0%

8.0%

n/a

5.0%

Estimated percentage of lowincome dwellings with natural gas
master- meters

18.0%

n/a

16.0%

30.0%

Cap on master-metered dwellings
as a percentage of total treated
units

15.0%

8.0%

15.0%

15.0%

These caps will be implemented through limits placed in contracts with installation
contractors.

2.5 Structural Eligibility
Public Housing. Public housing is eligible for participation in the LIEE Program, but must
meet the program eligibility requirements in order to participate. (Note that this does not
include on-base military housing, insofar as these dwelling units are not served by the
investor-owned utilities.)
Housing Type. Single family homes, multifamily dwelling units, and mobile homes are
eligible to participate in the program.4 To preserve equity, the utilities have adopted a longterm goal of having the mix of dwellings treated under the Program reflect the residence type
4

Multifamily dwellings are defined as those in buildings with five (5) or more dwelling units.
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mix found in the low income communities served by their programs. The multifamily targets
are cast in terms of units treated, and are set equal to the proportions of multifamily
dwellings in the overall low-income housing stock of each utility’s service area. Table 2-5
presents the targets for multifamily units in the four service areas.
Table 2-5: Long Term Targets for Treatment of Multifamily Dwellings
PG&E
23.1%

SCE
51.3%

SoCal Gas
32.8%

SDG&E
47.5%

There are, of course, several reasons why homes treated in a specific year may not reflect the
dwelling type mix of low-income housing:


Other programs may overlap the LIEE Program, and may affect the overall
treatment of eligible units.



The mix of homes treated in the past under individual utility programs may not
represent the dwelling type mix of that utility, so current programs may be
designed to bring total program treatment rates into alignment.



It may make sense from a marketing and outreach standpoint to target certain
residence types each year, with the expectation that equity would be achieved over
time.

As a result, the utilities may promote or limit the treatment of multifamily units in individual
program years as long as these actions are consistent with the achievement of these long-term
goals.
Housing on Non-Residential Rates. In general, only residential customers on
residential rates are eligible to participate in the LIEE Program. However, group homes on
non-residential rates are eligible for LIEE services as long as they are currently eligible for
CARE under current CARE guidelines applicable to group living facilities,5 and the structure
in question is a single family, multifamily or mobile home suitable for weatherization under
LIEE standards.6
CARE-eligible facilities include but are not limited to the following.
5

6

See D. 92-04-024, April 8, 1992; D. 92-06-060, June 17, 1992; D. 95-10-047, October 18, 1995. Also see
Commission Advisory and Compliance Division, Workshop Report on California Alternate Rates for Energy
(CARE): The Development of Guidelines to Implement CARE for Migrant Farmworker Housing ,
Agricultural Employee Housing, and Employee Housing, May 1995.
It should be noted that CARE income eligibility requires that 100% of the residents of the facility (other
than live-in staff) meet the CARE income guideline. This income eligibility criterion will be applied to
group homes for the purposes of determining LIEE income eligibility.
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Migrant farmworker housing centers, as defined in Section 50710 of the Health
and Safety Code, provided that 70% of all energy usage in master-metered
facilities and 100% of all energy usage in individually-metered facilities is
residential.



Privately owned employee housing, as defined in Section 17008 of the Health and
Safety Code, that is licensed and inspected by the state and local agencies pursuant
to Part I of Division 13, and in which 100% of all energy use is residential.



Housing for agricultural employees operated by non-profit entities, as defined in
Subdivision (b) of Section 1140.4 of the Labor Code, and that has an exception
from local property taxes pursuant to subdivision (g) of the Revenue and Taxation
Code, provided that 70% of all energy usage in master-metered facilities and 100%
of all energy usage in individually-metered facilities is residential.



Non-profit group living facilities, defined as transitional housing (such as a drug
rehabilitation or halfway house), short- or long-term care facilities (such as a
hospice, nursing home, children’s home or seniors’ home), group homes for
physically or mentally challenged persons, or other nonprofit group living
facilities.



Homeless shelters, hospices and women’s shelters with the primary function of
providing lodging and which are open for operation with at least six beds for a
minimum of 180 days and/or nights (including satellite facilities in the name of the
licensed corporation, where 70% of the energy supplied is for residential
purposes).

As mandated by AB 868 and reiterated by an October 1, 2004 Administrative Law Judge’s
Ruling,7 migrant housing centers are presumed to meet CARE income eligibility guidelines
without verification. This presumption will also be used in determining LIEE income
eligibility of such facilities. For the purpose of determining eligibility of other types of
housing on non-residential rates, income qualification shall be considered satisfied if the
facility is on CARE. These facilities represent a unique situation and this income verification
procedure shall not be considered a precedent for other circumstances.

2.6 Home Ownership Documentation
2.6.1. Overview
Home ownership must be verified in order to ensure that the legal owner signs the Property
Owner Waiver. It is the responsibility of the contractor to review the documents and ensure
proof of home ownership. If a home is in the name of a deceased spouse, the surviving

7

Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Seeking Input Regarding Assembly Bill 868 (Care Eligibility for
Migrant Housing Centers), October 1, 2004.
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spouse should be considered as the owner. For example, if the home is in the husband’s
name and never transferred to the widow, the widow is considered the current homeowner.
Any of the following may be used for home ownership documentation.






Current loan or mortgage documents.
Property tax records or bills.
Home owner property insurance (fire insurance).
Mortgage payment invoices or book.
Data Quick or similar title search service.

2.6.2. Multiple Ownership
If the home is owned by more than one person, the homeowner will be considered any one of
the persons whose name appears on the document.
2.6.3. Life Estate/Living Trust
A homeowner may have established a "Life Estate" or “Living Trust.” With either, the
property is deeded to another individual or trust but the original owner maintains control of
the property. The original owner may sign as the property owner only if he or she has a copy
of Life Estate or Living Trust documents. A copy of the Life Estate or Living Trust
documents must be maintained in the customer’s file.
2.6.4. Power of Attorney (POA)
In cases where the property owner is not available to sign on the Agreement, any person
having a Power of Attorney (POA) for that owner may sign the Agreement. A copy of the
POA must be maintained in the customer’s file.
2.6.5. Property Management Companies
Authorized representatives of property management companies may sign for property owners
for both single family and multifamily agreements under either of the following conditions:
the property management company has a standard Power of Attorney agreement with the
property owner; or the property management company has a signed Management Agreement
with the owner authorizing the property management company to act as the agent for the
specific property. A copy of the Power of Attorney or the Management Agreement must be
kept in the customer’s files for that customer.
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2.7 Treatment of Rental Units
2.7.1. Property Owner Approval
Rental units may not be treated until a written Property Owner Waiver has been received.
This approval must cover the participation of the unit in the Program as well as the
installation of specific measures. Such approval is valid for a period of 12 months from the
date it is provided by the property owner. If approval of the legal owner is not received prior
to the installation of measures, the Contractor will be required to reimburse the utility for all
payments received from the utility for treating the unit(s) in question.
2.7.2. Eligibility of Rental Units for Certain Measures
Assuming that the permission of the property owner has been approved and that other
eligibility conditions are met, rental units may be treated under the Program. However, the
following policies relating to specific measures shall be applied.


Rental units are eligible for evaporative coolers, air conditioners, refrigerators and
hard-wired fixtures, to the extent that these measures continue to be provided
under the LIEE Program.



Rental units are not eligible for furnace replacements or major furnace repairs
associated with the mitigation of NGAT fails. However, minor repairs and
adjustments may be made to furnaces if these actions would improve the
performance of the system at a minimal cost.



Rental units are not eligible for water heater repairs and replacements associated
with the mitigation of NGAT fails. However, services and adjustments may be
made to water heaters if these actions would improve the performance of the
system at a minimal cost.



Evaporative coolers and hard-wired fixtures will be provided without charge to
either the tenant or the landlord. Refrigerator and air conditioner replacements
will also be provided at no charge to either the tenant or the landlord, except in the
instance where the landlord owns the refrigerator or air conditioning unit that is
replaced and also pays the utility bill. In these instances, the utilities may make
payments to installation contractors that cover only part of the cost of replacement.

2.8 Previous Program Participation
In order to provide services to the widest range of low-income households possible, the
utilities place certain restrictions on the participation of homes that have previously been
treated under the LIEE Program. These restrictions are as follows.


If utilities pre-screen customer lists before providing them to service providers,
utilities may target homes that have not yet participated in the LIEE Program.
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In general, homes that have participated in the LIEE Program within the past 10
years are not eligible for services in the current program.8 However, the following
exceptions to this policy will be made. First, a home that has been treated under
the LIEE program during the past 10 years will be considered eligible for ceiling
insulation if the home needs this measure, and if ceiling insulation was previously
deemed non-feasible for any reason other than customer refusal (e.g., knob and
tube wiring) that has since been resolved or is no longer considered to result in
non-feasibility. Second, a home that has received infiltration-reduction measures,
and has not received a furnace replacement through the program, will be revisited
if the customer calls the utility to report a malfunction of the furnace and the utility
determines a hazardous condition exists9. Such homes will be eligible only for
furnace repairs or replacement on the second visit. Third, a home that is currently
income eligible, has been treated under the LIEE program, but has not received a
refrigerator in the past 10 years, will be considered eligible to receive a
refrigerator. Fourth, any unit that previously failed to pass a combustion appliance
safety pre-test or a pre-weatherization NGAT assessment, and therefore did not
receive infiltration-related measures, shall be considered eligible for the measures
it did not receive if the test is subsequently passed during the 10-year window. In
all four situations identified above, the home will be eligible for only those
services listed under this exceptions policy.



Another exception to the 10-year rule will be granted on a temporary basis in the
SCE service area. Due to the fact that SCE’s LIEE services were previously
offered under a variety of programs rather than a single comprehensive program,
and given that changes in eligible measures have recently occurred, participants in
the SCE service area between 1997 and 2005 will be eligible to receive two
measures in certain climate zones: central air conditioners in Climate Zones 14 and
15; and window/wall air conditioners in Climate Zone 10. These temporary
exceptions relating to the SCE Program will be dropped after the 2008 Program
Year.

2.9 Need for LIEE Services
A home must need a minimum number of Program services in order to be eligible for
participation in the Program. For all homes meeting the minimum number of necessary
measures, all feasible measures must be installed.
The following eligibility conditions shall be applied.

8

9

As indicated in Section 2.9, the provision of CFLs and/or energy education does not constitute program
participation in the context of this statement.
A hazardous condition shall be defined as any condition that in the normal course of business, a utility gas
service person/energy tech would routinely shut off and/or cap the subject appliance prior to leaving the
customer’s home because it was not repairable within the utility’s normal scope of work.
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In an area served by an investor-owned combined gas and electric utility (e.g., an
area in which SDG&E or PG&E serves both electricity and natural gas) or an
electric-only utility (SCE), the minimum would be either ceiling insulation,
window/wall air conditioning, evaporative cooling, refrigerator replacement, or
three other measures.10



In an area served by an investor-owned gas utility but not an investor-owned
electric utility, the minimum would be either ceiling insulation or three other
measures that are covered under the gas utility’s LIEE Program.



In an area served by multiple investor-owned gas and electric utilities (e.g., the
SCE-SoCalGas overlap area), the minimum number of measures will be defined as
if the home were served by a combined gas and electric utility, and the utilities
will use a referral system to ensure the installation of all feasible measures.

However, electric utility or dual fuel outreach/education personnel will install up to five (5)
CFLs at the time of the assessment of the home. The provision of CFLs does not constitute
program participation from the standpoint of determining future Program eligibility. That is,
it does not restart the 10-year clock used to determine Program eligibility. However, the
utilities will track the installation of CFLs in homes receiving only CFLs and will not pay for
the installation of additional CFLs in these homes within a period of seven years.
For all homes meeting the minimum for necessary measures, all feasible measures must be
installed.11 As stipulated in the standard non-feasibility criteria, if a measure is already in
place and operating properly, even if it does not meet the current Installation Standards for
new installations, it should not be removed and replaced.

10

11

For the purposes of determining the number of measures needed, all minor home repairs (combined) will
count as a single measure.
If a customer refuses a measure, that measure is considered non-feasible. See Section 7.
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3
Customer Outreach and Customer Relations
3.1 Introduction
This section presents statewide LIEE policies and procedures in the areas of customer
outreach and customer relations. Subsection 3.2 discusses policies relating to the recruitment
of participants for the Program, while Subsection 3.3 focuses on the maintenance of proper
relationships with customers. It should be understood that the policies in this section are
supplemented by additional provisions in both specific and general terms and conditions
included in formal agreements between utilities and contractors.

3.2 Customer Outreach
Contractors recruiting customers for participation in the LIEE Program are required to follow
strict policies relating to customer outreach. Customer outreach policies cover promotional
guidelines, limitations on representations made by contractors and their employees, outreach
interactions, and tracking.
3.2.1. Promotional Guidelines
Only promotional materials approved by the Utility Program Manager may be used to
promote participation in the LIEE Program.
3.2.2. Representations by Contractor and Contractor’s Employees
Neither the contractor nor his/her employees may imply that they are employees of the
Utility or affiliated with the Utility in any way other than through the LIEE Program.
3.2.3. Outreach Interaction
Outreach personnel must effectively contact and interact with a diverse set of customers.
These personnel shall have available any necessary multilingual staff and/or translators.
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3.3 Customer Relations
3.3.1. Introduction
It is imperative that both contractors and utility employees maintain proper customer
relationships. The LIEE Program is a customer service program, and should be delivered
accordingly. Specific polices with respect to customer relations are specified below.
3.3.2. Expedient Service
Service must be provided to participants in a reasonable time frame, as determined by the
utility. Crews must inform customers of the approximate amount of time required for
installations, inspections and gas appliance testing (if required), and shall provide services as
expeditiously as possible.
3.3.3. Other Work
Only three types of work for participating customers may be billed to the LIEE Program:
energy education, the installation of eligible measures, and the provision of eligible minor
home repairs. The contractor is prohibited from selling other services to the customer or
charging the customer for any other service.1
3.3.4. Staff Identification
All contractor or subcontractor employees who engage in customer contact must wear
identification badges provided or approved by the utility at all times. Each badge must
include a color photo of the employee. If the contractor produces badges, templates for
identification badges will be provided by the utility. The contractor shall immediately return
or destroy the ID badges of all personnel no longer working for the contractor or its
subcontractors on the LIEE Program. In the event that the contractor destroys the badges, the
contractor shall notify the Program Administrator in a timely fashion.
3.3.5. Crew Appearance
LIEE contractors are responsible for the courtesy and appearance of their employees.
Discourteous personnel and unprofessional appearance will not be tolerated in this program
and may constitute grounds for contract termination.
3.3.6. Clients 18 Years or Older
In general, contractors shall enter clients' residences only when adults, eighteen (18) years of
age or older are present. The only exception to this rule is that contractors may enter the

1

Note that this provision does not preclude the possibility of requiring a co-payment for the installation of
one or more measures, if approved by the utility.
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home of a customer under eighteen (18) years of age if the customer is married or has been
declared an emancipated minor by the courts.
3.3.7. Customer Complaint Procedures
The contractor must make every effort to resolve customer complaints. The Contractor must
notify the utility or its designee of the status of each complaint within 24 hours of the
contractor’s receipt of the complaint. If the complaint deals with customer safety, the
contractor must resolve it within 24 hours. If the complaint does not relate to customer
safety, the contractor must resolve the complaint to the satisfaction of the customer within 10
days of the receipt of the complaint. The acceptability of the contractor’s resolution of
complaints will be determined at the sole discretion of the utility. If the contractor has not
resolved the complaint within the mandated period, the contractor shall notify the utility or
its designee of this failure.
3.3.8. Substance Abuse and Smoking Policy
While at the customer sites, contractor personnel shall not be under the influence of drugs or
alcohol nor be using drugs or alcohol when on the job. Smoking is prohibited within the
residence being served at all times and on the customer’s property without the customer’s
approval.
3.3.9. Incident Report
Contractors must immediately contact the utility or its designee if during a home visit there is
damage to a customer's home and/or property or if the contractor’s employee has been
accused of an illegal act. Within 24 hours, the contractor will inform the utility or its
designee of the resolutions of all such incidents.
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4
Procedures for Pre-Installation Contacts

4.1 Introduction
This section describes the procedures to be followed by outreach workers and contractors
during pre-installation visit or visits to a participating home. These procedures cover the
provision of general program information, the collection of data on the household and the
home, the administration of home energy education, the completion of the home energy
audit, and the installation of CFLs.

4.2 Description of Program Services
In the course of the initial home visit, the outreach worker shall provide a thorough
description of the program services available to the low-income household. At a minimum,
this description must cover the following services:


The LIEE Program, including program goals, eligibility requirements, eligible
measures, and procedures. The procedures to be covered by this description must
encompass energy education, available energy efficiency services and minor home
repairs, general installation procedures, inspection procedures, and natural gas
appliance testing procedures (if applicable).



Other programs designed to repair/replace furnaces or install other energy
efficiency measures (if these are offered as separate programs).



The California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) Program. Outreach workers
will also provide assistance in enrolling the customer in CARE if the customer
chooses to participate in it.



Other utility programs designed to provide services to low-income customers,
including level-payment programs, medical baseline programs, and other energy
efficiency programs for which the customer may be qualified.



Similar programs offered by DCSD and other known energy related programs.

The outreach worker may also describe government programs like the Internal Revenue
Service’s earned income tax and the State of California’s Healthy Families Program. At no
time shall Program personnel promote or provide fee-based services to income-qualified
applicants in lieu of free services offered under the LIEE Program.
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4.3 Data Collection
During the initial interview, the outreach worker will also collect data needed to document
eligibility and to meet tracking and reporting requirements. In general, information on the
following factors must be collected:








Name, address and phone number of applicant,
Age and disability status of applicant or other permanent household member,
Residence type and dwelling status,
Referral information,
Gas and/or electric account information,
Appliance/HVAC system information, and
Home square footage.

Demographic data may also be collected if offered by the customer.

4.4 In-Home Energy Education
In-home energy education will be provided to all income-eligible applicants whose dwellings
require the minimum number of measures, using forms and checklists provided by the
utilities. Energy education will cover five general areas: heating and cooling usage, water
heating system usage, major electric and gas appliance usage, small appliance usage, and
lighting usage. Topics to be covered in the course of energy education must include:


The general levels of usage associated with specific end uses and appliances,



The impacts on usage of individual energy efficiency measures offered through the
LIEE Program or other Programs offered to low-income customers by the utility,



Practices that diminish the savings from individual energy efficiency measures, as
well as the potential cost of such practices,



Ways of decreasing usage through changes in practices,



Information on CARE, the Medical Baseline Program, and other available
programs,



Appliance safety information,



The way to read a utility bill, and



The procedures used to conduct natural gas appliance testing (if applicable).
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4.5 In-Home Energy Assessment
An assessment of the structure will be completed on homes with income-qualifying
applicants using a form provided by the utility. The assessment will identify measures to be
installed through the Program. The presence of natural gas appliances will be determined.
Assessment forms will be provided by the utility or approved by the utility if the contractor
has an acceptable in-house form.

4.6 Installation of Compact Fluorescent Light Bulbs
The electric or dual-fuel utility outreach worker will install compact fluorescent light bulbs
during the initial home visit. The number of compact fluorescent light bulbs installed will
depend on unit type, feasibility and amount of time each lighting fixture is used (3.5 hours
minimum); however, no more than five (5) bulbs may be installed in a home. Leaving
compact fluorescent light bulbs with customers for installation at a later time is not allowed.

4.7 Other Responsibilities
Income documentation must be collected and property owner approval must be obtained
prior to the installation of Program measures. These requirements are discussed in Section
2.
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5
Program Measures for PY 2006

5.1 Introduction
This section identifies the energy efficiency measures available through the PY2006 LIEE
Program and discusses the means by which changes in eligible measures are made over time.
Subsection 5.2 focuses on measures offered under the PY2006 program, while Subsection
5.3 outlines the process that will be used to evaluate measures for inclusion in the Program in
future years.

5.1. Program Measures for 2006
Table 5-1 indicates the specific Program measures that are eligible for the LIEE Program for
PY 2006. Note that there are some restrictions on the eligibility of individual homes for
some of these measures. See Section 7.

5.2. Consideration of Changes to Measure List
Utilities will jointly evaluate existing Program measures in the course of developing
recommendations for subsequent year programs. The utilities evaluate these measures using
all available information on both costs and benefits (including energy benefits as well as nonenergy benefits), and develop a set of recommendations for CPUC approval. If warranted by
the evidence, these recommendations may vary across climate zones. The utilities will also
implement a process for considering new measures to be added to the Program. This process
will entail the issuance of a solicitation for recommendations for new measures and the
assessment of the cost-effectiveness of these measures.
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Table 5-1: Eligible Measures for 2006
Measure
Ceiling Insulation
Low Flow Showerheads
Water Heater Insulation
Weather-Stripping Doors
Caulking
Outlet Cover Plate Gaskets
Faucet Aerators
Water Heater Pipe Insulation
Evaporative Coolers
Refrigerator Replacements
Evaporative Cooler and Air Conditioner
Vent Covers
Hard-Wired Compact Fluorescent Lamp
Porch Light Fixtures
Thread-Based Compact Fluorescent
Lamps
High Efficiency Window/Wall Air
Conditioners
High Efficiency Central Air Conditioners
Duct Testing and Sealing

Minor Home Repairs1

Eligibility
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
Climate zones 10-16 only; single family
and mobile homes only
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All Climate Zones and Residence Types
All climate Zones, but Single Family
Homes only
All climate Zones and Residence Types
Climate Zones 10-15 only
Climate Zones 14 and 15 only
All Climate Zones for Single Family
and Mobile Homes with gas space
heating; Only Climate Zones 10-16 for
homes with electric space heating
All Climate Zones and Residence Types

1 There are multiple submeasures included under minor home repairs. Minor home repairs are constituted by
services that either reduce infiltration (e.g., window repairs), mitigate a hazardous condition, or
accommodate the installation of Program measures (e.g., attic venting). Furnace repairs and replacements
fall under the category of minor home repairs, and are provided only when necessary to mitigate NGAT fails
and pursuant to the installation of infiltration-reduction measures. Water heater repairs and replacements are
also considered minor home repairs, and are provided only to mitigatge NGAT fails or to replace leaky
water heaters. For the purposes of qualifying a home for the Program, all minor home repairs (combined)
count as a single measure.
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6
Minor Home Repairs
6.1 Introduction
This section describes the LIEE policies and procedures relating to minor home repairs.
Section 6.2 discusses the specific minor home repairs provided through the LIEE Program.
Section 6.3 describes Program limits on expenditures on general types of minor home
repairs. Finally, Section 6.4 describes the prioritization criteria that will be used by Program
Managers to prioritize repairs for a specific home when not all needed minor home repairs
can be made within the constraints of the budget limits for that home.

6.2 Minor Home Repairs
Minor home repairs are repairs required to enable installation of weatherization measures, to
reduce infiltration, or to mitigate a hazardous condition.
In owner-occupied homes receiving infiltration-reduction measures, minor home repairs
include furnace repair or replacement and water heater repair or replacement, when necessary
to mitigate natural gas appliance testing (NGAT) fails that cannot be corrected with service
by utility gas service personnel (or their designated representative). Such NGAT fails may
include, but are not limited to, CO above the action level, inadequate draft, unsafe flue/vent
pipe/system, unacceptable flame or flame change when air handler comes on, a non-operable
appliance, or the absence of a furnace in cases where another gas appliance is used for space
heating.
In all homes receiving infiltration-reduction measures, minor home repairs also include other
corrections needed to pass the NGAT protocol, including but not limited to, adding
combustion and ventilation air (CVA) venting, and other corrections listed in Table 6-8. It is
the general policy of the LIEE Program that these repairs must be made if they are needed
and feasible, subject to budgetary limits. Table 6-1 through Table 6-8 present the minor
home repairs that are provided under the LIEE Program. Table 6-1 lists general structural
repairs. Table 6-2 enumerates repairs required to mitigate catastrophic envelope leaks.
Table 6-3 lists repairs necessary to support the installation of ceiling insulation. Table 6-4
lists repairs required to support weather-stripping and caulking. Table 6-5 indicates repairs
required to install attic ventilation. Table 6-6 lists repairs required to support the installation
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of water heating measures. Finally, Table 6-7 enumerates repairs made to mitigate nonappliance hazards. Finally, Table 6-8 indicates repairs required to mitigate natural gas
appliance fails.
Table 6-1: General Repairs
Small holes in interior surface of wall
Windows
between conditioned and unconditioned

Replace glazing compound
Space

Replace glass

Repair holes 1” in diameter or smaller

Replace sash1

Repair holes between 1” and 6”

Repair or replace
mullions/muntins1
Exterior wall

Install new window (not just glass)1
.

Patch stucco (up to 36 sq. in )

Install casing

Replace missing siding
Table 6-2: Repairs Required to Mitigate Catastrophic Envelope Leaks
Large holes in interior surface of wall
between conditioned and unconditioned
Space2,3

Repair large portion of drywall or
plaster (up to 4 sq. ft.).

Replace entire drywall or wood
panels (up to 8 sq. ft.).

1
2
3

Windows and Doors

Replace entire window1

Replace entire door1

Replaced only with Program Manager’s approval on a case-by-case basis.
Structural/framing members not included.
Surface left in a prepared-for-paint condition.
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Table 6-3: Repairs Required to Support Installation of Ceiling Insulation
Attic access

Install weather-stripping

Repair access panel

Replace molding around access

Cut new access hole/opening (interior
only and only between joists)
Reconnect Duct
Seal Return Plenum
Closet vent/ceiling

Cover vent with flexible insulation

Install solid material to cover opening

Retractable ladder

Install cover

Install frame and cover

Weather-strip opening
Repair holes in ceiling
Exhaust vent

Repair/replace bath vent pipe

Repair/replace kitchen vent pipe

Table 6-4: Repairs Required to Support Weather-stripping and Caulking
Door Replacement

Install door stops

Replace door

Replace door jamb

Plane bottom of door

Cut off bottom of door

Replace interior casing

Replace exterior casing

Replace complete pre-hung door unit

Adjust hinges

Replace hinges

Adjust loose screws

Replace lock

Replace existing night latch

4

Door Replacement (cont.)

Install/adjust striker plate

Repair/replace subseal4
Threshold Repairs/Replacement

Install new threshold

Seal threshold

Install riser
Caulking Preparation

Install backer rod

Clean surface of dirt and oils

Subseal is directly under the riser which is directly under the threshold.
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Table 6-5: Repairs Required to Install Attic Ventilation
Gable vent

Install new vent

Replace screen

Repair existing wooden vent

Eave/soffit vent

Clean screen

Replace screen

Install new vent

Turbine/dormer vent

Install new vent

Repair existing vent
Table 6-6: Repairs Required to Install Water Heating Measures



Install combustion air vent
Install showerhead adapter

Table 6-7: Repairs Required to Mitigate Non-Appliance Hazards



Replace broken/cracked switch/outlet covers
Remove combustible and flammable materials from combustion air vent proper
clearance zone.

Table 6-8: Repairs Required to Mitigate Natural Gas Appliance Fails
All Appliances

Repair gas leaks

Replace soldered gas connector

Cooking Appliances

Correct mobile home kitchen
exhaust defect.

Furnaces

Correct CVA deficiency

Clear covered CVA vent opening/
screen

(Owner-Occupied) Repair or
Replacement for non-op or NGAT
Fail not correctable by Service

Water Heaters

Correct CVA deficiency

Extend vent pipe if termination is
too close to evaporative cooler

Clear covered CVA vent opening/
screen

(Owner-Occupied) Repair or
Replacement for non-op or NGAT
Fail not correctable by Service

6.3 Limits on Minor Home Repairs
There are two types of limits on costs incurred for minor home repairs, including furnace
repairs and replacements, water heater repairs and replacements, and other minor home
repairs.
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Average Cost Limits. These are limits on the average cost of categories of
service across all homes receiving the service in question. They are designed to
provide overall cost control for the provision of these services.



Individual Home Limits. These are defined as limits on the cost that can be
incurred for an individual home without the specific approval of the utility
Program Manager. Individual home limits are meant to provide for equity in the
distribution of program funds across individual households but yet provide
Program Managers enough flexibility to respond to individual customer needs and
hardship situations.

These limits are presented in Table 6-9. It should be noted that the expenditure limits apply
to all minor home repairs, including any actions taken to respond to gas leak/carbon
monoxide emission problems identified during the utility’s gas appliance testing procedures.
Table 6-9: Caps on Minor Home Repairs

Service
Furnace Replacements
Central Furnaces
Wall/Floor/Direct Vent Furnaces

Average Cost per
Home Receiving
Service

Maximum Cost for
Individual Home

-

$2,0001
$1,500

Water Heater Repairs and Replacements
(Total Combined Cost for home
receiving one or the other)

$900

$1,250

Other Minor Home Repairs

$300

$750

Furnace Repairs (restriction on repair
expenditures relative to cost of
replacement)

-

50%1
25%

Central Furnaces
Wall/Floor/Direct Vent Furnaces
Total of All Minor Home Repairs

-

$2,500

1 Does not include the costs of Title 24 compliance.
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6.4 Prioritization of Minor Home Repairs
In the event that a contractor requests permission from the utility Program Manager to exceed
the limit on minor home repairs, the Program Manager will base a decision on the status of
the Contractor’s minor home repair budget, the overall program budget, and the need for the
repairs in question. If the Program Manager deems it necessary to limit expenditures on the
home, measures will be prioritized using the following general priority list:


Repairs needed to mitigate immediate hazards (e.g., repairs made to mitigate
natural gas appliance testing (NGAT) fails, or door repairs where doors will not
close or lock),



Repairs needed to mitigate major infiltration sources (e.g., broken windows, holes
in doors, etc.),



Repairs required to permit the installation of a measure, and



Other repairs.
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7
Measure Installation Policies and Procedures

7.1 Introduction
This section presents LIEE policies for Program measures that are covered in the LIEE WIS
Manual. Subsection 7.2 specifies general policies that apply to all measures, including
contractor installation, installation standards, safety, site clean up, and other policies.
Subsection 7.3 identifies non-feasibility criteria and other policies applicable to individual
measures and minor home repairs. These measure-specific policies are also listed in the
LIEE WIS Manual.

7.2 General Installation Policies
7.2.1. Introduction
Several general policies relating to the installation of Program measures must be followed by
installation personnel. These policies are presented below.
7.2.2. Installation by Contractor
Measures must be installed by the contractor. Dropping off materials for later installation by
the customer is not permitted under this Program.
7.2.3. Installation Standards
All measures must be installed in conformance with the California LIEE Installation
Standards, as prescribed by two documents: California Conventional Home Weatherization
Installation Standards and California Mobile Home Weatherization Installation Standards.
These standards are intended to meet or exceed existing codes and regulations, and to
conform to accepted building practices. When a conflict exists between these installation
standards and local codes, the more stringent requirement shall take precedence. Copies of
these installation standards manuals may be obtained by using the contact information
provided in Section 1.3.
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7.2.4. Safety
Contractors must plan and conduct all work in a manner that is consistent with the safety of
persons and property. All work shall be conducted in compliance with reasonable and safe
working practices and with applicable federal, state, and local laws. For instance, the
Contractor is responsible for complete compliance with California Occupational Safety and
Health Standards.
It is the responsibility of each program contractor to establish and maintain a safety program
for all work undertaken for the LIEE Program. It is also the responsibility of each contractor
to ensure that all employees observe safety rules by complying with all required safety
precautions and regulations. Contractors must ensure that their staff members receive
appropriate training in the safe and proper use of the tools associated with the installation of
each LIEE Program measure.
7.2.5. Installation of Feasible Measures
It is the policy of the CPUC that LIEE Program Contractors must install all feasible measures
unless they are specifically refused by the participating household. If the installer determines
that a measure cannot be installed, the reason shall be recorded and made available to the
utility or its designee.
7.2.6. Lead-Safe Practices
Lead-safe practices shall be employed when working with pre-1979 painted materials per
Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations, Section 1532.1, and Title 17 of the California
Code of Regulations, Section 36000, et seq.
7.2.7. Site Clean-Up Policies
The Contractor must maintain all work sites and related structures, equipment and facilities
in a clean, orderly condition during all work conducted under the LIEE Program. Any
unused or leftover materials, garbage and debris must be promptly removed from the
customer’s premises by the Contractor and disposed of at the Contractor’s expense. The
customer’s premises must be left in a clean and orderly condition at the end of each day and
at the completion of work.
7.2.8. Weatherization of Mobile Homes
Mobile homes with open combustion furnaces or water heaters drawing air from inside the
conditioned space may not have infiltration reduction measures installed under the LIEE
Program. In addition, ceiling insulation (and therefore attic duct reconnection) is not a
measure for mobile homes.
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7.3 Measure-Specific Policies
7.3.1. Introduction
This section describes Statewide LIEE policies and procedures that are specific to the
installation of specific measures and minor home repairs. Two kinds of policies and
procedures are covered: 1) non-feasibility criteria and 2) other policies and procedures. Nonfeasibility criteria formalize conditions under which measures may not be installed in specific
homes. In general, non-feasibility conditions refer to cases where a specific measure:






Is present,
Is refused by the customer,
Cannot be physically installed,
Cannot be installed without risk to the household or the contractor, or
Is prohibited by code or Program policy.

Other policies and procedures are those policies which typically tell when, where, and under
what circumstances a measure can be installed. Policies related to billing practices are
excluded from this list, but may be covered by utility contracts with installation contractors.
Non-feasibility criteria and other policies and procedures are presented for the following
LIEE Program measures and specific minor home repairs (MHRs):



Caulking
Weather Stripping Doors
Ceiling Insulation
Water Heater Insulation



Water Heater Pipe Insulation



Cover Plate Gaskets
Energy Saver Showerheads
Faucet Aerators
Evaporative Cooler and Air
Conditioner Vent Covers
High Efficiency Window/Wall
air conditioners
High Efficiency Central Air
Conditioners













1



Exterior Door Replacement (MHR)
Window Replacement (MHR)
Glass Replacement (MHR)
Thread-Based Compact Fluorescent Lamps
Hard-Wired Compact Fluorescent Lamp
Porch Light Fixtures
Evaporative Cooler Installation
Furnace Repair/Replacement (MHR)
Water Heater Repair/Replacement (MHR)



Refrigerator Replacement



Duct Testing and Sealing1









Duct testing and sealing is offered as a distinct measures, as well as a means of complying with Title 24
when alterations are made to the participating home. Different policies apply to these two applications.
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7.3.2. Caulking
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Caulking shall not be applied:


If the existing caulking is functioning properly, even if not installed in accordance
with current Installation Standards,



To cracks that do not penetrate the building envelope,



To cracks that are too wide to be caulked (wider than 5/8”) and must be
repaired/patched, or



If customer refuses caulking.

Other Policies. Three other policies relate to caulking.


For homes with lapped siding, caulk shall be applied in standard locations such as
door thresholds, door stops, and gaps between different materials, etc. However,
seams between lapped siding must not be caulked.



When exterior caulking is required above the first story, it shall be applied
whenever the area requiring caulking is readily accessible.



For mobile homes, caulking should be applied to the interior only.

7.3.3. Weather Stripping Doors
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Weather stripping shall not be applied:


If the existing weather stripping is functioning properly, even if not installed in
accordance with current Installation Standards,



If the door is located between two conditioned or two unconditioned spaces,



To doors in multi-unit dwellings that separate the living space from heated
hallway,



To doors and/or frames with a fire rating greater than 20 minutes,



When a functional storm door is present, or



If the customer refuses installation of weather stripping.

Weather stripping shall not be applied to appliance closet doors when:


The combustion appliance receives air from conditioned space (i.e. combustion air
grills are present in the enclosure door or wall), or
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Inadequate combustion air (as defined in the installation standards) is being
supplied to the appliance.2, 3

Other Policies. Additional weather stripping policies include the following.

2

3



The contractor may adjust existing weather stripping in lieu of replacement only if
existing weather stripping is functional and creates a proper seal.



Door shoe and threshold combinations must be installed unless proven to be nonfeasible.



A threshold should not be installed which exceeds 1" in height from the finished
floor (1/2" in height for handicapped).



When the installation of a door shoe and threshold combination is not feasible for
the following reasons, an automatic sweep may be used:
ņ Medical reasons, such as wheelchairs or walkers, require that the floor be as
flat as possible,
ņ Metal doors cannot be cut to accommodate a shoe,
ņ Doors open outward and do not overlap a floor surface when closed.
"Bumper" type thresholds may be used in this circumstance if a tripping
hazard will not be created,
ņ Finished floor is ceramic tile (100% seal at grout lines is not required),
ņ The installation of a proper threshold requires carpet cutting or repair to
wooden or concrete sills, and
ņ The door is unusually expensive and might be aesthetically damaged by
cutting.



A stationary sweep can be used in lieu of an automatic sweep if a door shoe and
threshold combination is not feasible and an automatic sweep cannot be installed.



The use of flip up sweeps is not allowed.

This restriction covers two situations: when existing vents are inadequate, and when adequate vents cannot
be added as a minor home repair.
See the NGAT section of the Weatherization Installation Standards Manual.
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7.3.4. Ceiling Insulation
Non-Feasibility Criteria Directly Related to Ceiling Insulation. Ceiling insulation
shall not be installed if any of the following criteria is applicable.

4

5



In accordance with Table 7-1, the existing insulation level precludes raising the R
value.



The roof is leaky or shows signs of water damage from leaks that have not been
repaired.



Adequate venting is not present and cannot be installed per installation standard
attic ventilation guidelines.4



Hazardous electrical wiring or other hazardous conditions are present.



An enclosed cavity as defined in the installation standards is present.



Exhaust vents terminating in the attic cannot be vented to the outside.5



Disconnected or damaged space heating / cooling ducts are present and cannot be
repaired.



Attics having limited accessibility, as indicated when:
ņ An inspector cannot gain safe physical access to all treated areas of the attic,
ņ Clearance between top of ceiling joist and bottom of ridge board is less than
24 inches,
ņ Structural obstructions, such as cross-members of truss systems, provide an
opening of less than 18 inches, or
ņ Access requires crawling over/under HVAC ducts, and clearance is less than
18 inches.



The structure is unsound and will not support the weight of the insulation and
installer.



Knob-and-Tube (K&T) Wiring is present and:
ņ Functioning knob-and-tube wiring cannot be certified safe by a C-10
contractor.
ņ Abandoned K&T wiring is present that cannot be disconnected and certified
as abandoned by a C-10 contractor.
ņ Insulation over K&T wiring (live or abandoned) is prohibited by local codes.



The customer refuses installation of ceiling insulation.

An appendix to the Weatherization Installation Standards Manual addresses all aspects of vent area
determination.
This covers two situations that are covered as minor home repairs: Reconnecting exhaust vents and/or
addition of exterior venting as covered in the WIS manual.
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Ceiling Insulation Levels. The level of insulation to be installed varies across CEC
climate zones and existing insulation levels, as shown in Table 7-1.
Table 7-1: Ceiling Insulation Additions
Climate Zone
CEC Climate Zones 2 - 15

Existing Insulation Level
R-11 or less
More than R-11

CEC Climate Zones 1 and
16

R-19 or less
More than R-19

Action
Raise R-Value to R-30
Do not install additional
insulation
Raise R-Value to R-38
Do not install additional
insulation

The actions listed in the third column of Table 7-1 refer to the final level of insulation,
including any pre-existing values as well as insulation added under the program. These
levels apply on a forward-looking basis; homes previously receiving lower levels of ceiling
insulation under the LIEE program will not be revisited to bring insulation up to the new
higher level.
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Figure 7-1 depicts the sixteen CEC Climate Zones. Climate Zones 1 and 16 have heating
degree-days in excess of 5,000. Appendix A contains a list of the locations contained in each
CEC Climate Zone.
Figure 7-1: CEC Climate Zones

Other Policies Directly Related to Ceiling Insulation. The other key policies that
directly apply to ceiling insulation include the following.


In cases where local jurisdiction mandates more insulation than required by the
LIEE Program, contractors may install higher levels only after forwarding
documentation of the more stringent requirements to and obtaining written
authorization from the LIEE Program Manager.
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When no attic access exists, contractors will install one prior to installing ceiling
insulation. Minimum dimensions of the new opening shall be 30" x 22" or as
required by local code.



If the gable vent is used for attic access, it must be hinged and large enough (18" x
18" minimum) to provide access for the inspector.



In the event holes are observed in attic firewalls while performing attic insulation,
the prime contractor will document and notify the property owner of the existing
condition.



There is no minimum attic square footage required for ceiling insulation.



Homes having (a) separate attics, or (b) contiguous attics consisting of different
sections with various crawl clearances shall have insulation installed only in the
sections which have the clearances specified above.



Before insulation is installed, duct leaks shall be sealed, disconnections shall be
reconnected, and needed duct repairs shall be made in accordance with the Duct
Sealing Standards section of the Weatherization Installation Standards Manual.

Non-Feasibility Criteria Relating to Attic Ventilation. Attic Ventilation shall not be
installed if:


The existing venting already meets installation standards,



Tiled hip roof without overhang, soffit, or accessible frieze blocks,



Ceiling insulation is non-feasible,



Roof-mounted vents are the only option for adding venting, but the roof is tile,
wood shingles, or in poor condition (e.g. more than three layers of roofing, roof
unable to support additional vents),



The roof is a flat and/or built-up roof as defined in the installation standards, or



The customer refuses installation of additional vents.

Other Policies Relating to Attic Ventilation. There are no other policies that apply to
attic ventilation.
7.3.5. Water Heater Blankets
Non-Feasibility Criteria. A water heater blanket shall not be installed on any water heater
if:


The existing blanket is functioning properly, even if not installed in accordance
with current Installation Standards,



External insulation is specifically prohibited by the manufacturer,
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A T&P relief valve, or gas shutoff valve, is not present, or is not located within 6”
of the tank,



The T&P valve outlet is plugged or capped,



The tank is exposed to the weather,



A leak in the tank or water pipes is present,



Plastic piping (e.g., CPVC) is present in the cold or hot water lines to/from the
tank,



The tank is located within 12” of a stove, range, or cook top,



The water heater tank capacity is greater than 100 gallons, or



The customer refuses installation of a water heater blanket.

A water heater blanket shall not be installed on a gas water heater if any of the following
criteria are applicable.

6
7



A gas leak is present.6



The vent pipe and/or draft hood is not properly installed including:8
ņ No draft hood is present,
ņ Two draft hoods are present, or
ņ The vent pipe is defective or missing.



There is evidence of improper combustion and/or venting as characterized by: 8
ņ Large accumulation of soot near the draft hood or on the floor underneath, or
ņ Scorching at the draft hood or combustion chamber.



There is no appliance line (gas shut-off) valve present.



The combustion air supply is improper or inadequate according to installation
standards7 as characterized by: 8
ņ The absence of both low and high vents (when required),
ņ Vent size is too small,
ņ Room volume is inadequate, or
ņ The customer refuses modifications needed to create adequate combustion air
supply.



Both burner access doors are missing.8



Internal insulation is R-12 or greater.



Perimeter clearance prior to blanket installation is less than 4” between tank and
door, and less than 1” on sides and back.

When these conditions exist, installers must contact the designated utility personnel.
See the NGAT section of the Weatherization Installation Standards Manual.
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A water heater blanket shall not be installed on an electric water heater if any of the
following criteria are applicable.


Hazardous electrical wiring/conditions are present.



The thermostat cover plate(s) not present.



Internal insulation is R-16 or greater.



Perimeter clearance prior to blanket installation is less than 1” on the front, sides,
and back.

Other Policies. Only water heaters supplying hot water to residential units receiving other
program measures are eligible to receive water heater blankets.
7.3.6. Water Heater Pipe Insulation
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Water heater pipe insulation shall not be installed if:


The existing pipe insulation is functioning properly, even if not installed in
accordance with current Installation Standards,



Leak is present in tank or water pipes,



An unsafe condition is present that causes tank insulation to be nonfeasible.



The water heater pipes are exposed to the elements (especially sunlight, which can
quickly degrade the insulation),



Less than 1 foot of continuous insulation can be installed,



Plastic piping (e.g., CPVC) is present in the cold or hot water lines to/from the
tank,



Pipes are inaccessible or the configuration prevents proper installation, or



The customer refuses installation of water heater pipe insulation.

Other Policies. There are no other policies relating to pipe insulation.
7.3.7. Cover Plate Gaskets
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Cover plate gaskets shall not be installed if any of the following
criteria are applicable.


There is evidence of electrical malfunction or hazard, such as:
ņ Electrical box not permanently attached,
ņ Loose electrical connection,
ņ Signs of burning or charring or other evidence of hazardous wiring condition,
or
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ņ

In a mobile home, aluminum wiring is present.



Gaskets are already present, even if not installed in accordance with current
Installation Standards.



The cover plate is located on a wall between two conditioned or two unconditioned
areas.



The cover plate is located behind furniture or major appliances that are too fragile
or heavy to move.



Removal of the cover plate will damage the wall surface (paint, wallpaper, etc.).



The utility box is an odd size and standard gaskets will not work.



The customer refuses installation of cover plate gaskets.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to cover plate gaskets.


All broken, cracked, or missing cover plates shall be replaced.



All gaskets must be contractor-installed. No gaskets are to be left behind for
customer installation.

7.3.8. Energy-Saver Showerheads
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Energy-saver (i.e. low-flow) showerheads shall not be installed
if the following criteria are applicable.


The existing showerhead(s):
ņ Have a flow rate less than or equal to 3.0 gpm be functioning properly, even if
not installed in accordance with current installation standards, or
ņ Are required for medical reasons.



The existing shower arm:
ņ
ņ
ņ

Is made of plastic (including ball joint, i.e., for Price Pfister),
Is cracked, broken, or missing, or
Requires removal.



The shower is not mechanically functional.



Standard metal adapters (i.e. American Standard, Gerber, and Price Pfister)
will not work.



Piping is in such poor condition that showerhead installation could cause plumbing
problems.



The customer refuses installation of low flow showerheads.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to energy-saver (low-flow)
showerheads.
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All existing showerheads with a flow rate greater than 3 gpm flow and not
required for medical reasons shall be replaced with low-flow showerheads.



Replaced showerheads may be left with the customer or the property manager only
if requested.

7.3.9. Faucet Aerators8
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Faucet aerators may not be installed if:


Aerators are already present and functioning properly, even if not installed in
accordance with current Installation Standards,



The faucet has a special fitting for attaching an appliance (e.g., portable
dishwasher),



The faucet does not provide hot water,



The faucet or faucet threads are found to be damaged and/or leaky,



Removal of the existing aerator is likely to cause damage to the aerator or the
faucet,



Standard aerators will not fit, or



The customer refuses installation of faucet aerators.

Other Policies. There are no other policies with respect to faucet aerators.
7.3.10. Evaporative Cooler and Window/Wall Air Conditioner Vent Covers
Non-Feasibility Criteria for Evaporative Cooler Covers. Evaporative cooler covers
shall not be installed if:

8



An existing evaporative cooler vent cover is functioning properly, even if not
installed in accordance with current Installation Standards,



The vent(s) serving the evaporative cooler is (are) shared with a heating system,



The evaporative cooler is ducted with multiple supply vents/registers, and it is
impossible to equip all of them with covers,



Water damage to the ceiling or wall area around the vent register is evident,
prevents proper cover installation, and cannot be repaired,



The vent/register opening is so close to the wall or ceiling that proper installation
of the cover is impossible,



Electrical wiring/plug/receptacle interferes with proper installation, and furring is
not a feasible option,

Faucet aerators are integrated into the energy-saver showerheads section of the WIS manual.
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An external cover is already present, or



The customer refuses installation of evaporative cooler vent covers.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for Wall and Window Air Conditioner Unit Covers. Air
conditioner covers shall not be installed if:


An existing air conditioner vent cover is functioning properly, even if not installed
in accordance with current Installation Standards,



Water damage to the window or wall area around the unit/vent is evident, prevents
proper cover installation, and cannot be repaired,



The vent/unit is so close to the wall that proper installation of the cover is
impossible, or



The customer refuses installation of air conditioner vent covers.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to evaporative cooler and window/wall
air conditioner covers.


A shop-built wooden vent cover can be used only when a commercially
manufactured cover is not available.



Each cover must be checked for proper fit. Removal and reinstallation must be
demonstrated to the customer.



In the cooling season when the cooler or window/wall air conditioner is in use, the
Contractor can leave the cover uninstalled after the initial installation and customer
instruction.

7.3.11. Exterior Door Replacements
Non-Feasibility Criteria. An exterior door shall not be replaced if:


The door can be repaired rather than replaced,



The door is structurally sound and provides an adequate barrier to infiltration,



Door jamb is not structurally sound and cannot be repaired or replaced within the
Minor Home Repair cap, or



The customer refuses door replacement.

Other Policies. There are no other policies relating to door replacement.
7.3.12. Window Replacements
Non-Feasibility Criteria. An exterior window shall not be replaced if:
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The window can be repaired rather than replaced,



The window is structurally sound and provides an adequate barrier to infiltration,



The window is located above the first floor of a structure and installation will
present unsafe working conditions,



In mobile homes, window replacement will require removal of siding, oR



The customer refuses door/window replacement.

Other Policies. All window replacements require written pre-approval from the LIEE
Program Manager.
7.3.13. Glass Replacement
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Window glass shall not be replaced if:


A small hole, ¼” or less, is present and can be patched with clear silicone or clear
glass repair tape,



There is only one crack less than 6” long, extending from edge to edge, that can
not come loose from the frame to pose a safety hazard,



The complete window will be replaced, or



The customer refuses glass replacement.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to glass replacement.


When only one pane in a dual pane window is cracked, the unit does not require
repair/replacement. If one pane of a dual-pane window is broken, all shards must
be removed.



Polycarbonate glazing is allowed only with written pre-approval from the LIEE
Program Manager.

7.3.14. Thread-Based Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFLs)
Non-Feasibility Criteria. A thread-based CFL shall not be installed:


In a socket/fixture that is nonfunctional,



In a fixture that already has a functional CFL,



If hazardous conditions exist at the socket/fixture,



In a circuit that is controlled by a solid-state timer,



In a circuit that is controlled by a dimmer that is not compatible with available
CFLs,



In a fixture located in a storage room, closet, or multifamily common area,
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In any fixture that is not operable by the customer (i.e., on their electric meter/bill),
or



If the customer refuses installation of CFLs.

Other Policies. A maximum of five CFLs may be installed at any home.
7.3.15. Hard-Wired Compact Fluorescent Lamp Porch Light Fixtures
Non-Feasibility Criteria. A hard-wired CFL porch light fixture shall not be installed:


If the existing location of the fixture is not suitable,



If a thread-based CFL will fit in the existing fixture,



In an electrical box that is substandard and/or cannot be properly secured,



Where wiring is substandard, in a deteriorated condition, and/or rewiring is
necessary,



In a circuit that does not operate properly (e.g., defective switch),



In a circuit that is controlled by a solid-state timer,



In a circuit that is controlled by a dimmer that is not compatible with available
hard-wired CFL fixtures,



Existing fixture is in a wet location, and a grounding conductor is not available,



If the existing fixture is not on the customer’s electric meter/bill, or



If the customer refuses installation of CFL fixture(s).

Other Policies. There are three other policies relating to hard-wired CFL porch light
fixtures:


Hard-wired CFL porch light fixtures may be installed only in single family nonmobile homes,



No more than an average of three fixtures may be installed, and



Replaced porch light fixtures may be left with the customer or the property
manager only if requested.

7.3.16. Window/Wall Evaporative Cooler Installation
Non-Feasibility Criteria for Wall/Window Evaporative Coolers. A wall/window
evaporative cooler shall not be installed if:


The customer has an operational evaporative cooler,



Proper electrical service is not present,
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Substandard wiring exists (e.g., ungrounded outlets or decayed insulation and/or
exposed wires),



Proper exhaust ventilation is not present,



No feasible window or wall location is available,



Exterior clearance requirements cannot be met,



Egress requirements cannot be met,



Wood windows are decayed or deteriorated,



Siding is decayed or damaged, or



The customer refuses installation of the evaporative cooler.

Other Policies. There are three other policies for this measure:


Customer must have an operational refrigerated air conditioning unit,



For single family homes and mobile homes, evaporative coolers are available only
in CEC Climate Zones 10-16, and



Evaporative coolers may not be installed in multi-family homes.

7.3.17. Furnace Repair and Replacement
Non-Feasibility Criteria for All Furnaces. A furnace shall not be repaired or replaced
if:


The property is renter-occupied,



Fuel used by the existing unit is not supplied by the utility providing LIEE
Program services,



The existing furnace is inaccessible,



Ducts cannot be brought into compliance with the Duct Sealing Section of the WIS
Manual.



No furnace is present and no natural gas line or electric outlet is available to
accommodate the installation of a furnace,



The customer refuses furnace repair or replacement,

Non-Feasibility Criteria for (Central/Ducted) Furnaces in Conventional Homes.
A central furnace in a conventional home shall not be repaired or replaced if:


For roof-mounted units, the roof is not structurally adequate to support the
installation,



Adequate access and/or combustion air cannot be provided, or
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Disconnected or damaged space heating ducts are present and cannot be repaired.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for (Central/Ducted) Furnaces in Mobile Homes. A
central furnace in a mobile home shall not be repaired or replaced if:


Required furnace drawing combustion air from outdoors, and/or furnace
components or flue system that are listed and labeled for manufactured home
installation, cannot be obtained,



Adequate access and/or combustion air cannot be provided,



Depressurization by the forced air unit’s non-ducted return system adversely
affects an open combustion appliance, and correction is not feasible,



Disconnected ducts or catastrophic leaks are present and cannot reasonably be
repaired, or



A leaky belly-cavity or roof-cavity return exists and a central return system will
not be installed.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for Wall/Floor (Non-Ducted) Furnaces. A wall or floor
furnace shall not be repaired or replaced if:


Adequate access and/or combustion air cannot be provided, or



Existing open combustion appliance is in a location prohibited by the replacement
unit instructions or local code, and relocation to an approved location is not
feasible.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for Installation or Repairs Requiring Attic or Crawl
Space Access. In the event that attic or crawl space access is required for the installation
or repair of wall/floor furnaces, the installation or repair of a furnace will be considered
nonfeasible if:


Attic clearance is less than 24” between the top of ceiling joists and the bottom of
the ridge board, or



Crawl space clearance is less than 18” from the ground to the bottom of the floor
joist system, or



Any of the following conditions is present in the crawl space area where access is
required: hazardous insect infestation; excessive ground moisture (standing water
or mud); or sewage waste on ground or other unsanitary conditions posing a health
and safety hazard.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for Central Air Conditioner Replacement. Central air
conditioner replacement as part of furnace replacement is non-feasible if:
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The heating system can be repaired with the existing refrigeration equipment intact,



For roof-mounted units, the roof is not structurally adequate to support the
installation,



Electrical service requirements cannot be met,



Split system line set is inadequate, or



System airflow is inadequate.



In mobile homes, a leaky belly-cavity or roof-cavity return exists, and a central
return system will not be installed.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for the Installation of Programmable/Setback
Thermostats. Programmable/Setback Thermostats shall not be installed if:


The furnace is not being replaced or repaired,



The furnace is being repaired, and a properly functioning thermostat is present,



A programmable/setback thermostat is already present and operational.



The measure is refused by the customer.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for HVAC Air Filters. HVAC unit air filters shall not be
replaced if:


A serviceable filter is already present,



The furnace will not be repaired,



The types of filters provided by the program are specifically prohibited by the
appliance manufacturer,



Filter replacement would require removal of a flue, duct, or pipe, or



The proper filter support or retaining device is not present and installation is not
feasible.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to furnace repairs and replacements.


9

10

Furnace repair or replacement may be provided only when the appliance fails
NGAT, and correction cannot be achieved with Service/Adjustment9 by utility gas
service personnel (or their designated representative).10

Service/Adjustment of an appliance entails providing services that are within the scope of the gas service
department for customers in general.
Note that NGAT fails include cases where a furnace is non-operable, or where no furnace is present in the
case where another gas appliance is used for space heating.
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Furnace replacements and major furnace repairs may be provided only if the
residence is owner-occupied. Service/Adjustment may also be conducted in
renter-occupied homes.



A furnace will not be replaced if Title 24 provisions relating to alternations cannot
be satisfied.



A furnace that is not abandoned or inaccessible and that cannot be made operable
through servicing, fails the NGAT.



Furnace repairs and replacements will be provided only if the fuel used by the
furnace is supplied by the utility providing LIEE Program services.



Furnace replacement will not include hazardous material abatement, major
structural alteration, concrete work, painting, or floor covering.



A central furnace may be repaired only if the cost of repairing the unit would be
less than 50% of the cost of replacement. A wall, floor or direct vent furnace may
be repaired only if the cost of repairing the unit would be less than 25% of the cost
of replacement.



An air conditioning unit may be replaced in conjunction with a furnace
replacement if:
- the unit being replaced is a combined forced air heating and central AC
package system, also referred to as a dual-pack (i.e. the AC and furnace is
manufactured as one unit and is housed in a single sheet metal housing); or
- the furnace being replaced is part of a split forced air heating and AC system
and the AC evaporative coil and/or the outside system cannot be matched with
the new furnace. However, AC replacement must not require refrigerant line
replacement.



Replaced units must be de-manufactured in compliance with all laws and
regulations.



Installer must have a C-20 license.



A programmable thermostat may be installed only if (a) a central furnace or central
air conditioner is replaced ( a programmable thermostat is required by Title 24
when a central heating system and/or a central air conditioner is replaced), or (b) a
central furnace or central air conditioner is repaired and a properly-functioning
thermostat is not present.



Prior to installation, contractors installing programmable thermostats shall explain
the operation of these thermostats and provide the customer an opportunity to
refuse the measure.



Thermostats may be moved to resolve short cycling problems in mobile homes.



HVAC filters may be replaced only as part of central furnace repair or central air
conditioner replacement.
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Contractors who replace filters must show customers how to remove, clean and reinstall the filters.

7.3.18. Natural Gas Water Heater Repair or Replacement
Non-Feasibility Criteria for Natural Gas Water Heater Replacement . A natural
gas water heater shall not be replaced if:


The property is renter-occupied,



Fuel used by the existing unit is not supplied by the utility providing LIEE
Program services,



The existing water heater is inaccessible,



The drain line for the T&P valve or drain pan cannot be properly terminated
outdoors or to an approved indoor drain if required by local code, or a gas shutoff
valve and pressure relief valve cannot be installed in lieu of a T&P valve and drain
line,



Required access, clearance or combustion air cannot be provided,



Structure/floor cannot properly and safely support the installation,



No suitable mounting locations for seismic bracing are available,



A safety hazard is present which cannot be repaired (e.g., vent system defect,
nonconforming gas piping),



A watertight pan cannot be installed under the unit when required,



A plumbing condition exists which prevents achieving satisfactory water pipe
connections,



A whole house fan is present, the existing water heater is in the attic, and a closed
combustion unit cannot be installed,



The unit is a central water heater serving more than one unit, or



The customer refuses water heater replacement.

Non-Feasibility Criteria for Natural Gas Water Heater Repair. A natural gas water
heater shall not be repaired if:


The property is renter-occupied,



Fuel used by the existing unit is not supplied by the utility providing LIEE
Program services,



The existing water heater is inaccessible,



Proper combustion air cannot be provided,



A safety hazard is present which cannot be repaired,
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The unit is a central water heater serving more than one unit, or



The customer refuses water heater repair.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to water heater repairs and
replacements:


Water heater repair or replacement may be provided only when (a) the appliance
fails NGAT, and correction cannot be achieved with Service/Adjustment by utility
gas service personnel (or their designated representative) or (b) the tank has a
water leak.



Water heater replacements and major repairs may be provided only if the residence
is owner-occupied. Service/Adjustment may also be conducted in renter-occupied
homes.



Water heater repairs and replacements will be provided only if the fuel used by the
appliance is supplied by the utility providing LIEE Program services.



Water heater replacement will not include hazardous material abatement, major
structural alteration, concrete work, painting, or floor covering.



A water heater may be repaired only if the cost of repairing the unit would be less
than 50% of the cost of replacement.

7.3.19. Refrigerator Replacement
Non-Feasibility Criteria. Refrigerators shall not be replaced if:


Any refrigerator to be removed was manufactured after 1992,



The electrical outlet used by the existing refrigerator is not properly grounded and
cannot be properly grounded,



Floor is not level and cannot safely support a new refrigerator,



The refrigerator is not accessible for removal (e.g., doors from room are too small,
refrigerator is encased in tile),



Hazardous electrical conditions exist at the outlet used by the existing refrigerator,
or



The customer refuses refrigerator replacement.

Other Policies. Other policies that apply to refrigerator replacement include the following.


The minimum size for primary refrigerators replaced under the LIEE Program is
10 cubic feet.
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One of the refrigerators replaced under the Program must be a primary refrigerator.
The primary refrigerator is the main refrigerator in the home, usually the kitchen
refrigerator.



The size of the replacement refrigerator shall be approximately equal to the size of
the existing unit. When two refrigerators and/or freezers are exchanged for a
single unit, the replacement unit may not be larger than the combined size of the
two existing units, and may not be larger than 23 cubic feet.



Space must be physically large enough to accommodate the new refrigerator, with
entrance and passageways sufficient to allow removal of the existing refrigerator.



Contractor shall dispose and recycle (de-manufacture) replaced refrigerators in an
environmentally safe manner and in accordance with federal, state, and local
regulations and codes. Contractor represents that it has knowledge of the Metal
Discard Act, effective January 1, 1994, which prohibits disposal of
refrigerators/freezers in landfills.

7.3.20. High Efficiency Window/Wall Air Conditioner
Non-feasibility Criteria. High efficiency window/wall air conditioners shall not be
installed:


If the air conditioner to be replaced is operational and is less than 15 years old..



If electric service requirements cannot be met.



If a structurally sound mounting platform and/or suitable mounting location is not
available.



If the measure is refused by the customer.

Other Policies. The following other policies apply to this measure:


High efficiency window/wall air conditioners may be installed only in CEC
Climate Zones 10-15 (see Appendix A for a list of cities comprising these Climate
Zones).



Replacement unit must have a minimum EER of 10.7.



Replaced units must be de-manufactured in compliance with all laws and
regulations.



All units must be adequately supported and braced.

7.3.21. High Efficiency Central Air Conditioners
Non-feasibility Criteria. The replacement of high efficiency air conditioners will be
considered non-feasible if:


The existing air conditioner is not operational.
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The central AC has a SEER greater than 9.0.



The property is renter-occupied,



Existing system is a combined HVAC unit and the unit has not passed the preweatherization NGAT,



For a roof-mounted unit, the roof is not structurally adequate to support the
installation,



Electrical service requirements cannot be met,



Ducts cannot be brought into compliance with the Duct Sealing Section of the WIS
Manual.



Existing HVAC unit is a combined fuel unit and the gas is not provided by one of the
IOUs,



Duct system is inadequate,



Split system refrigerant line set is inadequate, or



Customer refuses.

The unit is a mobile home, and either of the following conditions is present:


Depressurization by the FAU non-ducted return system adversely affects an open
combustion appliance, and correction is not feasible, or



Abandonment of a leaky belly-cavity or roof-cavity return is required but not feasible.

In the event that the replacement of the central air conditioning system requires attic or crawl
space access, replacement will be considered non-feasible if:


Attic crawl clearances do not meet required minimums:
 Clearance between top of ceiling joist and bottom of ridge board is less than 24
inches, or
 Access requires crawling over/under HVAC ducts, and clearance is less than 18
inches.



Crawl space clearance is less than 18” from the ground to the bottom of the floor joist
system,



There is hazardous insect or pest infestation,



There is excessive ground moisture (standing water or mud),



There is sewage waste on the ground or other unsanitary conditions posing a health
and safety hazard.

Non-feasibility Criteria for Programmable/Setback Thermostats. Programmable
/Setback Thermostats shall not be installed:
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If a programmable/setback thermostat is already present and operational.



If the measure is refused by the customer.

Other Policies. The following other policies will apply to central air conditioner
replacements:


Central air conditioner replacements will be offered only in Title 24 climate zones 14
and 15.



A programmable/setback thermostat may be installed only if a central air
conditioner is replaced (a programmable thermostat is required by Title 24 when a
central air conditioning system is replaced).



Prior to installation, contractors installing programmable thermostats shall explain
the operation of these thermostats and provide the customer an opportunity to
refuse the measure.



Thermostats may be moved to resolve short cycling problems in mobile homes.



HVAC filters may be replaced only as part of central furnace repair or central air
conditioner replacement.



Contractors who replace filters must show customers how to remove, clean and reinstall the filters.



Replacement of refrigerant line sets is beyond the scope of this Program.

7.3.22. Duct Testing and Sealing as a Program Measure
Non-feasibility Criteria for Duct Testing as a Program Measure. Duct testing as a
program measure will be considered non-feasible if:


Ductwork contains excessive damage or deterioration that would preclude proper
testing,



If the replacement of 40 or more feet of duct in unconditioned space would be
necessary,



Ductwork contains or is made of asbestos,



Ductwork is insulated or sealed with asbestos,



Ductwork is inaccessible or an unsafe condition exists, causing duct testing to be
unfeasible,



A hazardous condition exists requiring repair or replacement per NGAT policy, and
repair/replacement is not feasible,



Forced air heating unit is inoperative and cannot be repaired,



Forced air heating unit is abandoned or inaccessible, or
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The customer refuses.

Non-feasibility Criteria for Duct Sealing as a Program Measure. Duct sealing as a
program measure will be considered non-feasible if:


Duct leakage is below the threshold leakage per the Duct Testing and Sealing Form,



Replacement of 40 or more feet of duct in unconditioned space would be necessary,



A natural gas appliance hazard exists, and repair is not feasible,



Duct system has been abandoned,



Duct system is damaged and deteriorated beyond repair,



A health or safety hazard is present, such as insect infestation, hazardous electrical
wiring, or structural hazard, which prevents safe access to the duct system,



Ducts and/or components are made of or insulated with asbestos,



Access to the duct system does not meet minimum accessibility criteria specified in
the Program Policy & Procedures Manual,



For ducts in the crawl space: sewage waste is on the ground, or excessive ground
moisture (standing water or mud) is present,



Forced air heating unit is inoperative and cannot be repaired,



Forced air heating unit is abandoned or inaccessible, or



Customer refuses.

Other Policies. The following other policies will apply to duct testing and sealing when
conducted as a free-standing measure:


Duct testing and sealing as a measure will be offered only in Single Family and
Mobile Homes,



Duct testing and sealing as a measure will be offered in all Climate Zones for
Homes with Natural Gas Space Heating provided by the IOU,



For homes with electric space heat provided by the IOU, duct testing and sealing
as a measure will be offered only in Climate Zones 10-16,



Duct sealing is not required unless initial leakage is at least 28% of airflow.



In order to be considered as a Program measure, potential duct leakage reduction
must be at least 13% of total fan flow.



For a duct system to be considered sealed, (a) the duct leakage reduction must
equal or exceed 13% of airflow; (b) the final duct leakage must be reduced to less
than 15% of airflow, or, if this cannot be reached, all accessible duct leaks must be
sealed as verified by smoke tests.
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The utility or its designee will verify initial and final duct leakage rates, in accordance
with the procedures in the Duct Testing Standards of the WIS Manual.

7.3.23. Duct Testing and Sealing as a Means of Title 24 Compliance
Non-feasibility Criteria. Since Title 24 is a state law, there are no Program non-feasibility
criteria. When required by Title 24, duct testing and sealing must conform to all provisions
of Title 24 (applicable to conventional homes but not mobile homes).
Other Policies. The provision of duct testing and sealing as a means of Title 24
compliance will be governed by the following other policies:


Beginning October 1, 2005, when “alterations” are made to HVAC systems in
conventional homes located in climate zones 2 & 9-16, the following requirements
for duct testing and duct sealing apply:
1) HVAC Contractors must:
a) Ensure that duct leakage is at an acceptable level—which involves duct
testing and, as needed, duct sealing, or
b) Utilize a Title 24 High Efficiency Alternative in lieu of duct testing and
sealing.
2) When duct testing and sealing is performed:
a) All accessible ducts must be sealed by the HVAC Contractor, and
b) A minimum of 1 in 7 of each contractor’s completed installations must be
verified by a HERS Rater to be in compliance with Title 24 Standards.
3) Exceptions: Duct testing and sealing requirements do not apply when:
a) Total length of ducts located in unconditioned space is less than 40 linear
feet.
b) Ducts are constructed, insulated, or sealed with asbestos.
c.) Ducts have been previously verified by a HERS rate to be incompliance
with Title 24.



HERS verification of duct testing and sealing is tied to the building permit process.
Under Title 24, a building permit for an HVAC alteration cannot be finalized until a
form CF-6R has been completed and submitted to the HERS rater and a form CF-4R
is completed by a HERS Rater and submitted to the Building Department.



The Title 24 definition of an HVAC “alteration” is:
1) Installation or replacement of an HVAC unit (central furnace and/or air
conditioner or heat pump), or
2) Replacement of any of the following major HVAC components (the entire
component, not a part within the component):
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b)
c)
d)
e)

Air handler
Condenser (outdoor unit)
Indoor coil
Furnace heat exchanger
More than 40 feet of new ductwork in unconditioned space

By contrast, a “repair” is servicing an HVAC unit or fixing/replacing a defective part
within a major component—such as the fan motor or blade within the air handler, or
the compressor or cooling fan motor or blade within the condenser (outdoor unit).
“Repairs” are not within the scope of Title 24 standards and do not mandate duct
testing and sealing.


When Title 24 duct testing and duct sealing is required, final duct leakage must be in
conformance with the following criteria:
Primary Duct Leakage Options
1) Measured duct leakage shall be less than 15% of fan flow, or
2) Measured duct leakage shall be reduced by more than 60% compared to
measured duct leakage prior to the alteration, with visual inspection and smoke
test by a HERS Rater performed to verify that all accessible leaks have been
sealed.
Secondary Duct Leakage Option. If it is not possible to meet the duct sealing
options listed above:
1) All accessible duct leaks shall be sealed, and
2) A HERS Rater shall verify that all accessible leaks have been sealed by
performing a visual inspection and a smoke test.



When a primary duct leakage option is selected, conformance with Title 24 duct
leakage criteria must be verified by a HERS Rater for a minimum of 1 in 7 jobs
completed by each HVAC contractor. However, Title 24 gives the homeowner the
option to request HERS verification for his/her home, rather than being part of a 1-in7 sample.



When the secondary duct leakage option is selected, 100% HERS verification is
required.
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8
Inspection Policies

8.1 Introduction
This section summarizes the inspection policies used in the LIEE Program to ensure safety
and quality control in the installation of measures and minor home repairs. Subsection 8.2
discusses the designation of the responsibilities for inspections. Subsection 8.3 describes
policies relating to pre-installation inspections. Subsection 8.4 presents policies on postinstallation inspections.

8.2 Inspection Personnel
Utilities will use in-house personnel, contract employees, or contractors to conduct
inspections. However, each utility will undertake in-house either the prime contractor
(administration) function or the inspection function, but not both, with the very limited
exceptions discussed in D. 00-07-020.

8.3 Pre-Installation Inspection
The four investor-owned utilities have different pre-installation inspection policies, as
follows:


PG&E performs pre-inspections on 5% of the homes receiving program services.
PG&E’s Energy Specialist performs a measure evaluation at the time of the energy
education and assessment. While still on the customer’s premises, the Energy
Specialist will call PG&E’s Central Inspection Program’s toll free number and
report the proposed weatherization measures and quantities, report the type and
operating status of all combustion appliances present, and if a pre-inspection is
selected, coordinate the pre-inspection appointment with the customer and PG&E.
At the time of the PG&E visit, the inspector will confirm that the measures
identified by the Energy Specialist are feasible, the quantities are accurate, and no
feasible measures were overlooked. Additionally, they will verify that a
refrigerator application was filled out and check the refrigerator outlet for proper
wiring. In homes that are eligible for infiltration-reduction measures, PG&E
verifies that the Pre-NGAT steps have been taken. PG&E performs preinspections on 100% of the homes that are eligible for infiltration-reduction
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measures and on homes that are served with combustion fuels other than PG&E
natural gas. In those homes with non-PG&E combustion fuels, PG&E will
perform a Combustion Appliance Test and based on the test results will identify
which of the feasible measures can be installed. If PG&E is unable to complete a
Combustion Appliance Test, the home will be reported to the contractor as eligible
for non-infiltration-reduction measures only.


SDG&E has its program management prime contractor do an initial combustion air
assessment and an initial assessment of the need for measures, prior to assigning a
home for installation by the installation subcontractor. The subcontractor then
does a more detailed audit and reconciles any discrepancies in its audit findings
with the prime program management contractor. SDG&E has its inspectors
conduct a “job start” inspection in up to 100% of all units prior to measure
installations in multifamily complexes.



In the SoCalGas weatherization program, the installation contractor (or a
subcontractor) does the initial measure assessment. SoCalGas does not have a preinspection process conducted separate from outreach and assessment. However,
furnace and water heater replacements require pre-authorization. Every service
provider under the program contracts with or hires personnel to income qualify
customers for the program. These outreach and assessment personnel are required
to attend extensive training, which provides them with the tools for qualifying
customers and assessing the measures that are feasible to install under program
guidelines. The certified outreach and assessment personnel recruit customers for
the service providers and are responsible for qualifying the customer and the
dwelling. They also provide energy education to the customer and perform an
assessment (pre-inspection) of the home for feasible measures to be installed. The
customer is advised of the measures identified for installation but is told that the
installation contractor will make final determination for feasibility of installation.



SCE does not have a pre-inspection process. However, through its assessment
process, customers’ homes are evaluated for conditions favorable to measure
installation. In order for outreach personnel to conduct home assessments for
SCE’s Energy Management Assistance (EMA) program they must receive
certification for home assessment services by attending an EMA Assessment
Workshop. Upon passing the written exam, the assessor is given a certificate that
allows him/her to perform assessments. Assessors then examine low-income
customers’ homes for all qualifying measures. This assessment process is a
“check and balance” system that assures the right conditions are present for
measure installation. The assessment form is then processed and referred to the
appropriate contractor for the measure installation. To ensure program integrity
SCE has a contracted inspection agency perform random inspections on treated
customer homes..
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8.4 Post-Installation Inspection
8.4.1 General Polices on Post-Installation Inspection
Post-installation inspections are used to assure that Contractors install measures in
accordance with the Installation Standards of the LIEE Program. In this subsection, specific
polices relating to post-installation inspections are presented. These policies encompass the
types of pass rates used in program administration, the frequency of post-installation
inspections, the treatment of hazardous fails, resolution of disputes relating to inspections,
charges for reinspection, inspection waivers, and minor job corrections.
8.4.2 Types of Pass Rates
Utilities or their designees will collect information on both per-home and per-measure pass
rates. Per-home pass rates will be used for the purposes of determining minimum sample
sizes for tracking performance. Per-measure pass rates will be used to tailor training and
technical assistance for contractors, as well as to manage programs in a prudent manner.
8.4.3 Post-Installation Inspection Frequency
Utilities or their inspection contractors will inspect all ceiling insulation and furnace
repair/replacement jobs. For all other jobs not involving ceiling insulation or furnace
repair/replacement, random inspections will be conducted for a sample of dwelling units.
Minimum sample sizes will be determined for each contractor, and will depend upon the
contractor’s past pass rates and the total number of units allocated to the contractor.
Minimum sample sizes are shown in Table 8-1. Note that these sample sizes are designed to
provide 90% confidence that the true pass rate is within 5% of the estimated value.
Table 8-1: Minimum Sample Sizes for Inspections (90%/r5% precision)
Number of Homes Allocated to Contractor
Pass Rate

200

500

1000

2000

5000

10000

0.70

140

241

317

377

425

444

0.75

129

210

265

306

337

348

0.80

115

176

213

239

257

264

0.85

98

139

161

175

184

188

0.90

76

97

108

114

118

119

0.95

45

51

54

56

57

57
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Utilities or their inspection contractors may exceed these minimum sample sizes if, in the
judgment of the administrator, larger sample sizes are necessary to preserve program quality
control. Circumstances that may justify larger sample sizes include, but are not limited to,
the following.
1.

If the utility’s program or the amount of additional post-inspections undertaken is
small enough so that the additional post inspections can be conducted without
substantially increasing overall program expenditures.

2.

If a particular contractor exhibits a pattern of inspection failures that justifies
inspection of a higher percentage of jobs.

3.

If a contractor is on a quality improvement plan which requires them to improve
their inspection pass rates.

4.

If contractor crews are newly trained or new to the program, and require closer
field supervision and on the job training.

5.

If a contractor's installation crews are not sure of the program inspection standards,
as exhibited in failed inspection results.

6.

If a contractor’s allocation of homes covers multiple counties.

7.

If post-inspections are done in conjunction with post-installation natural gas
appliance tests.1

8.

If larger sample sizes are necessary to resolve disputes with contractors over
estimated billing fail rates.”

Utilities will keep records of actual inspection frequencies by contractor.
8.4.4 Hazardous Fails
Contractors are required to correct hazardous fails within 24 hours of notification by the
utility and/or its inspector. Note: Treatment of fails relating to natural gas appliance testing
will be considered later after natural gas appliance testing policies have been further
considered.
8.4.5 Failed Inspection Dispute Resolution
Dispute resolution practices of the utilities require the use of a neutral third party arbitrator in
instances where utility personnel are used to perform the inspections. Utilities who use
utility personnel for the inspection function are required to either 1) have available at least
two professional arbitration services to hear and determine appropriate action on any
unresolved dispute between LIEE service providers and the utility or 2) provide language in

1

The rational here is that there are economies associated with conducting post-installation inspections and
post-installation natural gas appliance testing.
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their contracts with LIEE service providers that the selection of an arbitrator must be
mutually acceptable to both parties. The costs of such service shall be paid by the party
which “loses” the arbitration. Utility personnel may, however, attempt to mediate or
facilitate resolution of issues between utility inspectors and contractors, as long as a third
party arbitrator is available for the final resolution of any unresolved disputes, as described
above.
Utilities that do not use utility personnel for either the inspection function or LIEE
contracting work may, but are not required to, employ the dispute resolution procedures
described above. Instead, in those instances where a dispute arises between outside
inspectors and contractors, the utility may utilize in-house personnel to hear and determine
appropriate action on any unresolved dispute between LIEE service providers and inspectors.
The costs of such service shall be paid by the party that “loses” the arbitration.
8.4.6 Failure to Install Feasible Measures
In the event that a contractor fails to correctly install a feasible measure, it will be accorded
the following treatment.


If the measure is installed, but installed incorrectly, the job will be given a fail.



If the measure is not installed at all, but is included in the invoice for the dwelling,
the job will be given a fail.



If the measure is not installed at all, but is not included on the invoice and not on a
pre-approval list, the job will be issued a correction. In the event that this
correction is not made within 10 calendar days, the correction will revert to a job
fail.



If the measure is included on a pre-approval list but not installed, the job will
receive a fail.

8.4.7 Charge for Reinspection
The utility will levy a charge in the event that a job fail or a job correction is issued and the
contractor contests this action. If the failure or correction is upheld, the utility will charge the
contractor for the reinspection of the job by the utility arbitrator. If the utility uses an
inspection contractor and the job fail or correction is reversed, the utility will charge the
inspection contractor for the reinspection of the job by the utility arbitrator, and will
reimburse the installation contractor for any direct costs associated with the reinspection of
the job.
8.4.8 Inspection Waivers
Policies on inspection waivers vary between mandatory and non-mandatory inspections, as
follows.
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Mandatory inspections are those required for projects in which ceiling
insulation is installed. An attempt will be made to inspect all such projects prior to
making final approval of payment to the weatherization contractor. For mandatory
inspections, three attempts will be made to arrange for a post-installation
inspection within 30 calendar days of the notification of job completion. After
three such attempts, the inspection provider will send a certified letter to the
participant asking for permission to inspect the home. If the participant does not
respond to this certified letter within two weeks, the inspection provider need not
conduct the inspection prior to making final approval of payment for the
weatherization job.2



Non-mandatory inspections relate to projects not involving ceiling insulation.
They are non-mandatory in the sense that only a sample of projects must be
inspected. A non-mandatory inspection of a sampled project may be waived by
the utility after three attempts to contact the participant, provided that the
inspection provider replaces this project with another and completes a sufficient
number of inspections as provided in the policy on post inspection frequency (see
above).

8.4.9 Post Installation Job Correction Policies
Inspectors will be permitted to make minor corrections at the site. Minor job corrections will
be limited to corrections that satisfy the following conditions.


The error is the only error found at the site.



Are not associated with errors that create hazardous conditions.



Can be made with tools typically carried by inspectors (e.g., screwdrivers, putty
knives, etc.).



Can be made with materials normally carried by inspectors (e.g., screws, glazing
compound, etc.).



Can be carried out within a few minutes by inspectors.



Can be accomplished at a minimum of inconvenience to inspectors.

In the event that a minor correction is made, the inspector will record it. Each time a minor
job correction is made, the contractor will be notified. Minor corrections will become part of
the contractor’s record. Inspector reports will be entered into a database, and reports on
contractor performance will be monitored.

2

Even though SoCalGas pays the contractor prior to inspection, an adjustment to the payment may be made if
an inspection reveals problems. Our interpretation is that the final approval of the SoCalGas payment is
thus not made until after an inspection, presuming that an inspection can be made.
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A maximum number of such post-installation minor corrections will be determined for each
contractor and each measure. This maximum will be either three corrections, or 0.5% of the
total number of a contractor’s allocation of participants expected to be inspected, whichever
is greater.
Inspection providers will develop monthly reports on minor job corrections by contractor and
measure. In the event that a third party contractor conducts inspections, the contractor will
submit these reports to the utility on a regular basis, as specified in the contract between the
utility and the third party inspector. As soon as a report indicates that a contractor has
exceeded the maximum allowable number of job corrections for a specific measure during
the program year, that contractor will be informed by the utility that no further minor job
corrections will be made by inspectors on installations of the measure in question during the
program year. Inspectors will also be informed that they should no longer perform minor job
corrections on the measure in question for that particular contractor for the measure in
question for the remainder of the year.
Minor corrections associated with a specific weatherization measure in a specific program
year will not be counted as inspection failures for the contractor until the contractor is
notified that the maximum number of allowable minor job corrections has been exceeded.
Subsequent problems associated with the installation of the measure will be counted as fails
in inspection records, and the contractor will be required to revisit the site to make
corrections.
In the event that a Contractor’s overall performance falls short of Program standards, a
corrective action plan may be instituted. Such a corrective action plan may be required if the
Contractor fails to do one or more of the following.








Meet production standards.
Complete work on time.
Achieve and maintain an overall pass rate of 90% of all homes.
Correct hazardous fails within 24 hours.
Correct non-hazardous job fails within 30 calendar days.
Provide field supervision.
Submit accurate and legible invoices or other job related paperwork.

In the event that a corrective action plan is instituted for a Contractor, minor job corrections
will no longer be performed for that Contractor during the remainder of the Program Year.
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9
Contractor Eligibility

9.1 Introduction
This section outlines contractor eligibility conditions under the LIEE Program. Subsection
9.2 deals with insurance requirements. Subsection 9.3 relates to licensing requirements. The
purpose of this section is to provide general information on these requirements. It may not
include all of the requirements specified in the contracts between contractors and Program
Administrators.

9.2 Insurance Requirements
Contractors shall maintain insurance in full force and effect during the life of the contract
with LIEE, with responsible insurance carriers authorized to do business in California and
having a Best Insurance Guide (or equivalent) rating of not less than A:VII. All policies
shall be endorsed to require at least 30 days notice to the utility of any change or
cancellation. Original certificates of insurance shall be provided to the Program
Administrator prior to the commencement of any work for this program.
The following insurance shall be provided:




Workers' Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance,
Comprehensive General Liability Insurance, and
Comprehensive Automobile Liability Insurance.

Required amounts of coverage will be provided by the utility. The Program Administrator
shall be named as an additional insured in each policy except for Workers' Compensation.
Contractors are also required to ensure that all subcontractors, if approved, maintain the same
levels and types of insurance and are not employed in LIEE if insurance has lapsed.
Workers' Compensation Insurance is required to maintain a contractor's license in good
standing with the Contractors State License Board (CSLB). The CSLB will suspend the
contractor's license of any contractor whose insurance lapses or is canceled. It is the
responsibility of each LIEE contractor to provide documentation that all required insurance is
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in effect. This includes but is not limited to providing LIEE staff with new Certificates of
Insurance, as necessary, at the renewal date of insurance.
When records indicate a lapse of insurance coverage, contractors will be immediately
suspended from working in LIEE.

9.3 Licensing Requirements
Any organization or company contracting with a Program Administrator under the LIEE
Program must comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations, as
well as with utility guidelines. Contractors and subcontractors must also comply with any
applicable CSLB licensing requirements, including current requirements for elelctrical,
plumbing and HVAC, and must remain in good standing with the CSLB.
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10
Natural Gas Appliance Testing
10.1 Introduction
This section summarizes the statewide policy on LIEE Program natural gas appliance testing
(NGAT). Subsection 10.2 discusses the circumstances when such testing must be conducted.
Subsection 10.3 presents the general protocols that are followed in the course of natural gas
appliance testing. Subsection 10.4 addresses the timing of testing. Subsection 10.5 considers
actions to be taken when one or more test is failed by appliances in a participating home.
Subsection 10.6 discusses the types of personnel used for the assessments. Finally,
Subsection 10.7 provides NGAT nonfeasibility criteria.
Note that specific standards for these natural gas appliance testing (NGAT) protocols are
described in the LIEE Weatherization Installations Standards (WIS) Manual.

10.2 Applicability of Natural Gas Appliance Testing
10.2.1. General Applicability
In general, natural gas appliance testing will be conducted for all homes that receive
infiltration reduction measures and that have at least one natural gas appliance affecting the
living space.1 In addition, the repair and replacement of a natural gas furnace or water heater
involves appliance testing. See the Natural Gas Appliance Testing section in the California
Weatherization Installation Standards for Conventional Homes or Mobile Homes, as
applicable.
10.2.2. Applicability to Combustion Fuels other than IOU Natural Gas
Homes with non-IOU (e.g., propane) space heating fuels are not eligible for infiltration
reduction measures. As a consequence, they are not eligible for natural gas appliance testing.
Homes with IOU space heating but which use a non-IOU combustion fuel for another
appliance (say, water heating) are also ineligible for NGAT due to the inability of the IOUs
to service combustion appliances using non-IOU fuels. The IOUs will refer these latter
homes to local LIHEAP agencies to conduct testing and do any repairs or replacement of
1

The NGAT section of the LIEE WIS Manual describes the conditions under which an appliance is
determined to affect the living space.
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non-IOU combustion fuel appliances and charge such services to the LIHEAP agencies’
CSD-funded weatherization programs. Whether the LIHEAP agencies would also install
infiltration reduction measures, or any other weatherization measures under their LIHEAP
programs, would be subject to voluntary agreements freely entered into by the IOUs and the
local LIHEAP agencies.
Any agreement between an IOU and a local LIHEAP agency which does not contract with
that IOU to provide weatherization services under the IOU’s LIEE program will be
voluntarily negotiated on a case-by-case basis, given different geographic areas served, and
different situations which might occur in different parts of each IOU’s service area.
In any part of a given IOU service area where the local LIHEAP agency chooses NOT to
enter into such an agreement, the IOU will continue to install all feasible non-infiltration
weatherization measures under its LIEE program, then refer customers to the local LIHEAP
agency if they want to have their non-IOU fuel combustion appliances tested, repaired or
replaced, and/or want to have infiltration reduction measures installed by the LIHEAP
agency.

10.3 Natural Gas Appliance Testing Protocols
10.3.1. General Protocols
General natural gas appliance testing (NGAT) protocols are presented below. Note again
that detailed procedures are described in the NGAT section of the LIEE Weatherization
Installation Standards Manual. The types of checks conducted as part of NGAT are
described in this section.
10.3.2. Pre-Weatherization Evaluations of Gas Appliances
In order to avoid cases in which post-weatherization NGAT would discover nonconforming
conditions that (a) preclude installation of infiltration reduction measures, and (b) cannot be
corrected within the scope of the program, some pre-weatherization evaluations of gas
appliances are performed as part of the initial home assessment. Pre-weatherization
appliance evaluations include the following components:


Gas Leaks. Each gas-burning appliance is checked for the presence of gas leaks.
When a natural-gas leak is found, the utility is contacted for gas service repairs.
Non-IOU gas leaks are treated in accordance with utility-specific policies. All gas
leaks must be repaired before weatherization commences.



Combustion and Ventilation Air (CVA) Evaluations. CVA is evaluated for
furnaces and water heaters to determine if it is adequate and, if inadequate,
whether correction is feasible/possible.
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Flue and Vent Pipe Termination Evaluations. Flue and vent pipe
terminations are checked to determine if any violate NGAT criteria and, if
nonconforming, whether correction is feasible.



Appliance Operation and Accessibility. All gas-burning appliances are
checked to determine whether (a) they are accessible for testing, and (b) they are
operable. Non-operable natural gas appliances are referred to the appropriate
utility service department.



Unvented Space Heater. The dwelling is checked for presence of an unvented
combustion appliance used for heating the living space (which will preclude
installation of infiltration reduction measures if not removed/eliminated).



Whole House Fan. When a whole house fan exhausting into the attic is present,
the attic is checked for the presence of a gas water heater or gas furnace with
standing pilot (which will preclude installation of infiltration reduction measures).



Gas Clothes Dryer. If located within the living space, the clothes dryer
moisture exhaust is checked to determine if it is properly vented outdoors. If not
properly vented outdoors, infiltration reduction measures will not be installed.
This restriction does not apply to a gas clothes dryer located in an attached garage.



Gas Range with Heater/Incinerator. When a gas range has a built-in space
heater and/or incinerator, if the appliance is not properly vented outdoors,
infiltration reduction measures will not be installed.



Water Heater in Bedroom. If an open combustion water heater is present in a
sleeping area, infiltration reduction measures will not be installed.



Mobile Homes. Additional checks will be made in mobile homes to determine if
(a) gas cooking is present and the kitchen exhaust to outdoors is nonconforming,
(b) an open combustion space or water heater is present within the living space,
and (c) an exterior-accessed appliance enclosure has unacceptable isolation of
furnace return air. Item (a) may be corrected as a Minor Home Repair. Items (b)
and (c) preclude installation of infiltration reduction measures.

Required corrections will be performed before weatherization commences. The owner will
be informed of conditions that preclude installation of infiltration reduction measures and
cannot be remedied by the LIEE program (e.g., exhausting clothes dryers outdoors, and
repair or replacement of appliances and gas vents for which repair or replacement is not
available).
10.3.3. Post-Weatherization Natural Gas Appliance Testing (NGAT)
After completion of weatherization that includes infiltration reduction measures, NGAT is
performed for all natural gas appliances affecting the living space. Post-weatherization
NGAT includes the following components:
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Visual Examinations. Visual examination steps include the following: flue and
vent system checks; appliance component checks; re-check for gas leaks,
inoperable or inaccessible appliances, nonconforming appliances, and whole house
fan vented into attic; and check for properly-blocked fireplace damper if gas log is
used as the primary heat source.



Combustion and Ventilation Air (CVA) Verification. CVA adequacy is
verified.



Carbon Monoxide (CO) Tests. A variety of ambient carbon monoxide tests
are conducted on natural gas appliances. The specific nature of these tests is
considered in 10.3.4.



Draft Tests. Smoke tests are used to check for proper drafting of appliances for
which these tests are applicable (e.g., open combustion natural draft space and water
heaters and gas logs).

10.3.4. Ambient CO Testing of Natural Gas Appliances
The assessment of non-IOU gas appliances was considered above. For IOU-fueled gas
appliances (appliances using natural gas provided by SDG&E, PG&E or SoCal Gas),
ambient CO testing is conducted using the following protocols:


Space Heating Appliances. Appliance Ambient CO Test is performed for all
space heating appliances.



Water Heaters. Appliance ambient CO Test is also performed for water heaters
in a location defined in the WIS as affecting the living space.



Cooking Appliances. Room Ambient CO tests are performed in the kitchen
separately during operation of each cooking appliance component (cook top, oven,
and broiler).



Gas Logs. Exhaust gas CO test is conducted inside the top edge of the fireplace
opening on gas logs.



Clothes Dryers. No CO tests are conducted on gas clothes dryers.

10.3.5. Disposition of Appliance Fails/Problems
If a problem is identified through the application of the overall natural gas appliance testing
protocol (i.e., elevated CO, inadequate draft, or defect causing an unsafe condition), the case
will be referred for resolution to qualified utility-trained personnel or a contractor licensed to
repair appliances. Such resolution may involve the use of flue CO testing as well as other
procedures.
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10.4 Timing of Combustion Appliance Testing
10.4.1. Homes with Natural Gas Appliances
For homes with natural gas appliances, post-weatherization NGAT protocols are conducted
after weatherization. Post-weatherization NGAT shall be conducted within five (5) working
days from the date that infiltration reduction measures are installed.
10.4.2. Homes for which Infiltration Reduction is Simulated
Temporary sealing/blocking of defective windows and doors, in order to perform postweatherization NGAT, is allowed when required materials (such as specialty glass or specialorder windows or doors) are not available to be installed concurrently with the other
weatherization measures. NGAT will be conducted with the defect sealed/blocked (e.g., with
plastic sheeting) to simulate infiltration reduction achieved by the completed window/door
repair/replacement. A repeat of NGAT following the completed repair/replacement is not
required.

10.5 Actions to be Taken When Appliances Fail NGAT
The following actions will be taken when appliances fail NGAT:

2

3
4
5



In owner-occupied homes, natural gas space heaters failing one or more of the tests
covered by the NGAT protocol will be provided with Service/Adjustment and, if
necessary, will be repaired or replaced subject to Program policies and procedures.2



In owner-occupied homes, natural gas water heaters failing one or more of the tests
covered by the NGAT protocol will be provided with Service/Adjustment and, if
necessary, will be repaired or replaced subject to Program policies and procedures.3



In owner-occupied homes, non-program appliances4 failing one or more of the tests
covered by the NGAT protocols will be provided with Service/Adjustment .5 If
Service/Adjustment does not correct the problem in question, the appliance will be
tagged, shut off, and/or capped and reported to the owner.



In renter-occupied homes, appliances failing one or more of the tests covered by the
NGAT protocol will be provided with Service/Adjustment.6 If Service/Adjustment

Note that the absence of a furnace in cases where another gas appliance is used for space heating will
constitute an NGAT fail.
A water heater with a leaky tank will be considered to fail NGAT.
Appliances for which LIEE repair or replacement is not available.
In this context, Service/Adjustment of an appliance entails providing services that are within the scope of the
gas service department for customers in general.
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does not correct the problem in question, the appliance be will be tagged, shut off,
and/or capped and reported to the tenant and the landlord.

10.6 Personnel Performing Natural Gas Appliance Assessments
and Testing
The utilities have the option of conducting natural gas appliance assessments and testing
using in-house staff or contracting with third parties to provide these services.

10.7 Nonfeasibility Criteria for Natural Gas Appliance Testing
Nonfeasibility Criteria for Natural Gas Appliance Testing for the Entire
Dwelling. Natural Gas Appliance Testing shall not be conducted in a dwelling when:


No infiltration-reduction measures are installed,



No natural gas appliance affecting the living space is present.



A non-IOU combustion fuel is used for space heating.

Nonfeasibility Criteria for Natural Gas Appliance Testing for Individual
Appliances. Natural Gas Appliance Testing shall not be conducted for an appliance if it:


Is abandoned.



Is inaccessible.



Uses non-IOU combustion fuel.
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•

by first-class mail, postage prepaid, to each party on the official service list not providing

an email address.
Executed on August 21, 2008 at San Francisco, California.

/s/
DANIEL CHARLIER-SMITH
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CALIFORNIA ENERGY MARKTS
425 DIVISADERO ST, STE 303
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94117
Email: cem@newsdata.com
Status: INFORMATION

COMMERCE ENERGY, INC.
600 ANTON BLVD., STE 2000
COSTA MESA CA 92626
Status: INFORMATION

ELISABETH ADAMS
ASSERT INC.
155 W. AVE J-5
LANCASTER CA 93534
Email: eadams.assert@verizon.net
Status: INFORMATION

CASE ADMINISTRATION
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
LAW DEPARTMENT, ROOM 370
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: Case.Admin@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

CATHIE ALLEN REGULATORY MANAGER
PACIFICORP
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 2000
PORTLAND OR 97232
Email: californiadockets@pacificorp.com
Status: INFORMATION

JOSEPH AMADER
7620 CARMEL VALLEY RD.
CARMEL CA 93923
Email: jamader@sbcglobal.net
Status: INFORMATION

Zaida Amaya-Pineda
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
770 L ST, STE 1050
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
Email: zca@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

WAYNE AMER PRESIDENT
MOUNTAIN UTILITIES
PO BOX 205
KIRKWOOD CA 95646
Email: wamer@kirkwood.com
Status: INFORMATION

GEORGETTA J. BAKER ATTORNEY
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC/SOCAL GAS
101 ASH ST, HQ 13
SAN DIEGO CA 92101
FOR: SDG&E/SOCALGAS
Email: gbaker@sempra.com
Status: PARTY

FAITH BAUTISTA LIOB MEMBER
LIOB
9630 BLACK MOUNTAIN ROAD, STE G
SAN DIEGO CA 92126
Email: bautistafaith@yahoo.com
Status: INFORMATION

DENNIS L. BECK JR. SENIOR STAFF COUNSEL
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
1516 NINTH ST, MS 14
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
FOR: CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION
Email: dbeck@energy.state.ca.us
Status: STATE-SERVICE

CRISTAL BEDORTHA
RESIDENTIAL WALL INSULATION
3714 NELSON AVE.
OROVILLE CA 95965
FOR: Residential Wall Insulation
Email: cristalfour@aol.com
Status: PARTY

BILL BELANSKY
WESTERN INSULATION
16465 VIA ESPRILLO
SAN DIEGO CA 92127
Email: bill.belansky@mascocs.com
Status: INFORMATION

SCOTT BERG
SELF HELP HOME IMPROVEMENT PROJECT INC.
3777 MEADOWVIEW DR., 100
REDDING CA 96002
Email: sberg@shhip.org
Status: INFORMATION
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RYAN BERNARDO
BRAUN BLAISING MCLAUGHLIN, P.C.
915 L ST, STE 1270
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
Email: bernardo@braunlegal.com
Status: INFORMATION

SARAH BESERRA
CALIFORNIA REPORTS.COM
39 CASTLE HILL COURT
VALLEJO CA 94591
FOR: CALIFORNIA REPORTS.COM
Email: sbeserra@sbcglobal.net
Status: INFORMATION

ROBERT J. BICKER LEGISLATIVE ANALYST
CALIFORNIA APARTMENT ASSOCIATION
980 NINTH ST, STE 200
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
Email: rbicker@caanet.org
Status: INFORMATION

SARA BIRMINGHAM DIRECTOR, WESTERN POLICY
SOLAR ALLIANCE
646 19TH AVE
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94121
FOR: Solar Alliance
Email: sara@solaralliance.org
Status: INFORMATION

ART BRICE
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
590 W. LOCUST AVE, STE 103
FRESNO CA 93650
FOR: Richard Heath and Associates, Inc.
Email: abrice@rhainc.com
Status: PARTY

SUSAN E. BROWN
A WORLD INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE HUMANI
PO BOX 428
MILL VALLEY CA 94942
FOR: A World Institute for Sustainable Humanity
Email: sebesq@comcast.net
Status: PARTY

CRAIG M. BUCHSBAUM ATTORNEY
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST, B30A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
FOR: Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Email: cmb3@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

ROBERT E. BURT
INSULATION CONTRACTORS ASSN.
4153 NORTHGATE BLVD., NO.6
SACRAMENTO CA 95834
Email: bburt@macnexus.org
Status: INFORMATION

Mariana C. Campbell
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY COST OF SERVICE & NATURAL GAS BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4205
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: mcl@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

BEN CARROLL
2615 W DUDLEY AVE.
FRESNO CA 93728
Email: ben@renaissanceinc.net
Status: INFORMATION

CENTRAL FILES REGULATORY AFFAIRS
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC CO.
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT-CP31E
SAN DIEGO CA 92123-1530
Email: CentralFiles@semprautilities.com
Status: INFORMATION

Melicia Charles
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: mvc@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

LUIS CHAVEZ
1859 BUSINESS CENTER DRIVE
DUARTE CA 91010
Email: luis@winegardenergy.com
Status: INFORMATION

STEPHANIE CHEN LEGAL ASSOCIATE
THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
1918 UNIVERSITY AVE, 2ND FLR
BERKELEY CA 94704
FOR: THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
Email: stephaniec@greenlining.org
Status: INFORMATION
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BRIAN K. CHERRY VP, REGULATORY RELATIONS
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 770000, MAIL CODE: B10C
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94177
Email: bkc7@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

DAVID C. CLARK
SYNERGY COMPANIES
28436 SATELLITE ST
HAYWARD CA 94545
Email: davidclark@synergycompanies.org
Status: INFORMATION

DANIEL COOLEY ATTORNEY
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST, MAIL CODE B30A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
FOR: PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
Email: dfc2@pge.com
Status: PARTY

LARRY R. COPE ATTORNEY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
PO BOX 800, 2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
FOR: Southern California Edison Company
Email: larry.cope@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

CAROLYN COX GENERAL MANAGER
5213 ROSEANA COURT
FAIR OAKS CA 95628
Email: carolyncox2@sbcglobal.net
Status: PARTY

DAVID J. COYLE GENERAL MANAGER
ANZA ELECTRIC CO-OPERATIVE, INC (909)
PO BOX 391908
ANZA CA 92539-1909
Status: INFORMATION

KEVIN CUDD SENIOR PROGRAM MANAGER
PG&E
1320 EL CAPITAN DRIVE, STE 330
DANVILLE CA 94526
Email: KJCc@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

RAYMOND J. CZAHAR, C.P.A. CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER
WEST COAST GAS COMPANY
9203 BEATTY DRIVE
SACRAMENTO CA 95826
Email: westgas@aol.com
Status: PARTY

MARISA DECRISTOFORO
PACIFICORP
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 800
PORTLAND OR 97232
Email: marisa.decristoforo@pacificorp.com
Status: INFORMATION

ROBERTO DEL REAL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2131 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: roberto.delreal@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

PAUL DELANEY
AMERICAN UTILITY NETWORK (A.U.N.)
10705 DEER CANYON DRIVE
ALTA LOMA CA 91737
Email: pssed@adelphia.net
Status: INFORMATION

SHEILA DEY
WESTERN MANUFACTURED HOUSING COMMUNITIES
455 CAPITOL MALL STE 800
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
Email: sheila@wma.org
Status: INFORMATION

JAMES DEZELL
RHA, INC.
SUITE 205
1151 HARBOR BAY PKWY
ALAMEDA CA 94502
Email: jldezell@yahoo.com
Status: INFORMATION

TREVOR DILLARD
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY
PO BOX 10100
6100 NEIL ROAD, MS S4A50
RENO NV 89520-0024
Email: tdillard@sppc.com
Status: INFORMATION
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JOHN DUTCHER VICE PRESIDENT - REGULATORY
AFFAIRS
MOUNTAIN UTILITIES
3210 CORTE VALENCIA
FAIRFIELD CA 94534-7875
Email: ralf1241a@cs.com
Status: PARTY

RICHARD ESTEVES
SESCO, INC.
77 YACHT CLUB DRIVE, STE 1000
LAKE HOPATCONG NJ 07849-1313
Email: sesco@optonline.net
Status: INFORMATION

JOHN FASANA
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: john.fasana@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

LAW DEPARTMENT FILE ROOM
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 7442
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94120-7442
Email: cpuccases@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

LYDIA FLORES PRESIDENT
AMERICAN INSULATION INC
8305 MIRALANI DRIVE
SAN DIEGO CA 92126
Email: lflores@americaninsul.com
Status: INFORMATION

RYAN FLYNN
PACIFICORP
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, 18TH FLR
PORTLAND OR 97232
Email: ryan.flynn@pacificorp.com
Status: PARTY

LINDA FONTES
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
123 MISSION RM 1404 MC H14F
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
Email: lcf2@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

Hazlyn Fortune
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5303
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: hcf@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

BRUCE FOSTER SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
601 VAN NESS AVE, STE. 2040
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
Email: bruce.foster@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

ZACHARY FRANKLIN
GRID ALTERNATIVES
1610 HARRISON ST, STE C
OAKLAND CA 94612
FOR: GRID ALTERNATIVES
Email: zfranklin@gridalternatives.org
Status: INFORMATION

ENRIQUE GALLARDO
LATINO ISSUES FORUM
160 PINE ST, STE 700
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111
Email: enriqueg@lif.org
Status: PARTY

RON GARCIA
RELIABLE ENERGY MANAGEMENT, INC.
6250 PARAMOUNT BLVD.
LONG BEACH CA 90805
Email: ron@relenergy.com
Status: INFORMATION

JEDEDIAH J. GIBSON ATTORNEY
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS LLP
2015 H ST
SACRAMENTO CA 95811
FOR: Sierra Pacific Power Company
Email: jjg@eslawfirm.com
Status: INFORMATION

ROBERT GNAIZDA POLICY DIRECTOR/GENERAL
COUNSEL
THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
1918 UNIVERSITY AVE, SECOND FLR
BERKELEY CA 94704
FOR: THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
Email: robertg@greenlining.org
Status: PARTY
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HAYLEY GOODSON ATTORNEY
THE UTILITY REFORM NETWORK
711 VAN NESS AVE, STE 350
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
FOR: TURN
Email: hayley@turn.org
Status: PARTY

PAMELA GORSUCH PROJECT MANAGER
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
1026 MANGROVE AVE, STE 20
CHICO CA 95926
Email: pamela@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

STEVEN R. HAERTLE
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST, MC B9A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
Email: SRH1@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

TOM HAMILTON ENERGY PROGRAM MANAGER
QUALITY BUILT
15330 AVE OF SCIENCE
SAN DIEGO CA 92128
Email: thamilton@qualitybuilt.com
Status: INFORMATION

JERRY H. HANN
PERKINS, MANN & EVERETT, A.P.C.
2222 W. SHAW AVE, STE 202
FRESNO CA 93711
FOR: Richard Heath & Associates, Inc.
Email: jmann@pmelaw.com
Status: PARTY

JEANNIE HARRELL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2131 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: jeannie.harrell@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

KIM F. HASSAN ATTORNEY
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
101 ASH ST, HQ-12
SAN DIEGO CA 92101
FOR: Southern California Gas Company & San Diego Gas
Electric Company
Email: khassan@sempra.com
Status: PARTY

JOSE ATILIO HERNANDEZ LIOB MEMBER
LIOB
9237 GERALD ST
NORTHRIDGE CA 91343
Email: Jose.atilio@gmail.com
Status: INFORMATION

Risa Hernandez
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY PRICING AND CUSTOMER PROGRAMS
BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: rhh@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

CHRISTOPHER HILEN
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER CO.
PO BOX 10100
RENO NV 89511
Email: chilen@sppc.com
Status: INFORMATION

CHRISTOPHER A. HILEN ASSISTANT GENERAL
COUNSEL
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY
6100 NEIL ROAD
RENO NV 89511
Email: chilen@sppc.com
Status: INFORMATION

JAMES HODGES
ACCES
1069 45TH ST
SACRAMENTO CA 95819
FOR: ACCES
Email: hodgesjl@surewest.net
Status: PARTY

JAMES HODGES
ACCES
1069 45TH ST
SACRAMENTO CA 95819
FOR: Self
Email: hodgesjl@surewest.net
Status: PARTY

PETER HOFMANN
BO ENTERPRISES
43B EAST MAIN ST
LOS GATOS CA 95030-6907
Email: adiff@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION
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BOB HONDEVILLE
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT
1231 11TH ST
MODESTO CA 95354
Email: bobho@mid.org
Status: INFORMATION

HECTOR HUERTA
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
590 W. LOCUST AVE., STE 103
FRESNO CA 93650
Email: hhuerta@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

Kelly Hymes
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5306
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: khy@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

AKBAR JAZAYEIRI
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2241 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE
PO BOX 800
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: akbar.jazayeri@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

JOHN JENSEN REGIONAL MANAGER
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
7847 CONVOY COURT , STE 102
SAN DIEGO CA 92111
Email: jjensen@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

DUTCHER JOHN V.P. REGULATORY AFFAIRS
MOUNTAIN UTILITIES
3210 CORTE VALENCIA
FAIRFIELD CA 94534
FOR: Mountain Utilities
Email: Ralf1241a@CS.com
Status: INFORMATION

MARIA Y. JUAREZ DEPUTY DIRECTOR
DEPARTMENT OF COUMMINTY ACTION
2038 IOWA AVE, STE B-102
RIVERSIDE CA 92507
Email: mjuarez@riversidedpss.org
Status: INFORMATION

BILL JULIAN
43556 ALMOND LANE
DAVIS CA 95618
Email: billjulian@sbcglobal.net
Status: PARTY

ALEX KANG
ITRON, INC.
1111 BROADWAY, STE. 1800
OAKLAND CA 94607
Email: alex.kang@itron.com
Status: INFORMATION

SAMUEL S. KANG
THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
1918 UNIVERSITY AVE, 2ND FLR.
BERKELEY CA 94704
FOR: THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
Email: samuelk@greenlining.org
Status: PARTY

MICHAEL KARP
A.W.I.S.H.
PO BOX 812
LOPEZ ISLAND WA 98261
Email: michael@awish.net
Status: INFORMATION

MELISSA W. KASNITZ ATTORNEY
DISABILITY RIGHTS ADVOCATES
2001 CENTER ST, THIRD FLR
BERKELEY CA 94704-1204
FOR: DISABILITY RIGHTS ADVOCATES
Email: pucservice@dralegal.org
Status: PARTY

ANN KELLY DEPT. OF THE ENVIRONMENT
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
11 GROVE ST
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102
Email: ann.kelly@sfgov.org
Status: INFORMATION

PAUL KERKORIAN
UTILITY COST MANAGEMENT, LLC
6475 N PALM AVE., STE. 105
FRESNO CA 93704
FOR: Nonprofit Housing Associatio of Northrn California
Email: pk@utilitycostmanagement.com
Status: PARTY
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M. SAMI KHAWAJA, PH.D
QUANTEC, LLC
SUITE 400
720 SW WASHINGTON ST
PORTLAND OR 97205
Email: Sami.Khawaja@quantecllc.com
Status: INFORMATION

THOMAS S KIMBALL
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT
1231 11TH ST
MODESTO CA 95352-4060
Email: tomk@mid.org
Status: INFORMATION

MARY - LEE KIMBER ATTORNEY
DISABILITY RIGHTS ADVOCATES
2001 CENTER ST, 3RD FLR
BERKELEY CA 94704-1204
FOR: DISABILITY RIGHTS ADVOCATES
Email: pucservice@dralegal.org
Status: PARTY

Robert Kinosian
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5202
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
FOR: DRA
Email: gig@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

ELISE KLEIBER
2400 ROCKEFELLER DR.
CERES CA 95307
Email: elise.kleiber@mascocs.com
Status: INFORMATION

MICHAEL LAMOND
ALPINE NATURAL GAS OPERATING COMPANY
PO BOX 550
15 ST. ANDREWS ROAD, STE 7
VALLEY SPRINGS CA 95252
Email: anginc@goldrush.com
Status: PARTY

TIMOTHY J. LAWLER
SUNDOWNER INSULATION CO., INC.
1495 ROAD AVE
CLOVIS CA 93612
FOR: Sundowner Insulation Co.
Email: sundnr2@sbcglobal.net
Status: PARTY

KEITH LAYTON
SOUTHWEST GAS CORPORATION
PO BOX 98510
LAS VEGAS NV 89193-8510
FOR: Southwest Gas Corporation
Email: keith.layton@swgas.com
Status: PARTY

Alik Lee
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMUNICATIONS POLICY BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: ayo@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

Robert Lehman
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMUNICATIONS POLICY BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4209
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: leh@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

JODY S. LONDON
JODY LONDON CONSULTING
PO BOX 3629
OAKLAND CA 94609
Email: jody_london_consulting@earthlink.net
Status: INFORMATION

ORTENSIA LOPEZ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
EL CONCILIO OF SAN MATEO
1419 BURLINGAME AVE., STE N
BURLINGAME CA 94010
Email: or10sia@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION

KRISTINE LUCERO EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
590 W. LOCUST AVE., STE. 103
FRESNO CA 93650
Email: klucero@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

JERRY H. MANN ATTORNEY
PERKINS, MANN & EVERETT
2222 W. SHAW AVE., STE 202
FRESNO CA 93711
FOR: Richard Heath & Associates
Email: jmann@pmelaw.com
Status: PARTY
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MICHAEL MAZUR
2100 SEPULVEDA BLVD., STE 37
MANHATTAN BEACH CA 90266
Email: mmazur@3phasesRenewables.com
Status: INFORMATION

RICHARD MCCANN
M.CUBED
2655 PORTAGE BAY ROAD, STE 3
DAVIS CA 95616
Email: rmccann@umich.edu
Status: INFORMATION

JIM MCNAMARA
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY, INC.
1030 SOUTHWOOD DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO CA 93401
Email: jmcnamara@eocslo.org
Status: INFORMATION

MARK MCNULTY
5150 RANDLETT DRIVE
LA MESA CA 91941
FOR: Bear Valley Electric/Golden State water
Email: markmcnulty@sbcglobal.net
Status: INFORMATION

ELENA MELLO
SIERRA PACIFIC POWER COMPANY
6100 NEIL ROAD
RENO NV 89520
Email: emello@sppc.com
Status: PARTY

JIM MEYERS SOUTHWEST REGIONAL MANAGER
NORTH AMERICAN INSULATION MANUF. ASSOC.
7792 SOUTH HARRISON CIRCLE
CENTENNIAL CO 80122
Email: jmeyers@naima.org
Status: INFORMATION

MICHELLE MISHOE
PACIFICORP
825 NE MULTNOMAH ST, STE 1800
PORTLAND OR 97232
FOR: PacifiCorp
Email: michelle.mishoe@pacificorp.com
Status: PARTY

DOUGLAS MOIR
WESTERN APPLIANCE
1976 W. SAN CARLOS ST
SAN JOSE CA 95128
Email: dwmoir@westernappliance.com
Status: INFORMATION

MICHAEL MONTOYA SENIOR ATTORNEY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE.
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: montoym1@sce.com
Status: PARTY

RONALD MOORE
GOLDEN STATE WATER/BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC
630 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD
SAN DIMAS CA 91773
Email: rkmoore@gswater.com
Status: PARTY

IRENE K. MOOSEN ATTORNEY
WESTERN MANUFACTURED HOUSING COMM. SVCS.
53 SANTA YNEZ AVE
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94112
Email: irene@igc.org
Status: PARTY

Harvey Y. Morris
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
LEGAL DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5036
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
FOR: DRA
Email: hym@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

DAVID MORSE
CALIFORNIA AMERICAN WATER CO.
1411 W. COVELL BLVD., STE. 106-292
DAVIS CA 95616-5934
Email: demorse@omsoft.com
Status: INFORMATION

STEVEN MOSS
SAN FRANCISCO COMMUNITY POWER
2325 THIRD ST, STE 344
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94107
Email: steven@moss.net
Status: INFORMATION
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DAVE MUNK PROGRAM MANAGER
RESOURCE ACTION PROGRAM
2724 UPPER CATTLE CREEK ROAD
CARBONDALE CO 81623
Email: dm@getwise.org
Status: INFORMATION

JOHN NALL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2131 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: john.nall@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

JESSICA NELSON ENERGY SERVICES MANAGER
PLUMAS SIERRA RURAL ELECTRIC COOP. (908)
73233 STATE ROUTE 70
PORTOLA CA 96122-7069
Email: jnelson@psrec.coop
Status: INFORMATION

JOHN NEWCOMB
696 SOUTH TIPPECANOE AVE
SAN BERNARDINO CA 92415
FOR: Community Action Partnership of San Bernardino
County
Email: jnewc@capsbc.sbcounty.gov
Status: INFORMATION

David Ng
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5207
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: dhn@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

TINA NGUYEN
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
123 MISSION-RM 1456
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
Email: ttn7@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

RICK C. NOGER
PRAXAIR PLAINFIELD, INC.
2711 CENTERVILLE ROAD, STE 400
WILMINGTON DE 19808
Email: rick_noger@praxair.com
Status: INFORMATION

KAREN NOTSUND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
UC ENERGY INSTITUTE
2547 CHANNING WAY 5180
BERKELEY CA 94720-5180
Email: knotsund@berkeley.edu
Status: INFORMATION

ARLEEN NOVOTNEY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FORUM
941 PALMS BLVD.
VENICE CA 90291
FOR: Self
Email: socal.forum@yahoo.com
Status: PARTY

CHONDA J. NWAMU
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST, B30A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94120
Email: cjn3@pge.com
Status: PARTY

JAMES O'BANNON
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
1026 MANGROVE AVE., STE 20
CHICO CA 95926
Email: jim@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

MARY O'DRAIN
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
123 MISSION - RM 1410, MC H14G
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94177
Email: mjob@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

Dan Olson
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: do2@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

VALERIE J. ONTIVEROZ SPECIALIST/ STATE
REGULATORY AFFAIRS
SOUTHWEST GAS CORPORATION
5241 SPRING MOUNTAIN ROAD
LAS VEGAS NV 89193-8510
Email: valerie.ontiveroz@swgas.com
Status: PARTY
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WILLIAM F. PARKER
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY OF SAN MATEO
930 BRITTAN AVE
SAN CARLOS CA 94070
FOR: COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY OF SAN MATEO
Email: wparker@baprc.com
Status: PARTY

WILLIAM F. PARKER
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY OF SAN MATEO
930 BRITTAN AVE
SAN CARLOS CA 94070
FOR: Self
Email: wparker@baprc.com
Status: PARTY

JACK F. PARKHILL
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
2131 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: parkhijf@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION

STEVEN D. PATRICK ATTORNEY
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
555 WEST FIFTH ST, STE 1400
LOS ANGELES CA 90013-1011
Email: spatrick@sempra.com
Status: INFORMATION

BRUCE PATTON
RANCHO VALLEY BUILDERS, INC.
647 AERO WAY
ESCONDIDO CA 92029
FOR: The San Diego Community Energy Advisory
Committee (SDCEAC)
Email: bpatton_rancho@sbcglobal.net
Status: PARTY

FRED PATZKE
13576 CALIFORNIA ST
YUCAIPA CA 92399-5449
Status: INFORMATION

LOUISE A. PEREZ
COMMUNITY RESOURCE PROJECT, INC.
250 HARRIS AVE, STE 6
SACRAMENTO CA 95838
FOR: Self
Email: lperez@cresource.org
Status: PARTY

SENATOR RICHARD POLANCO
3701 GLENALBYN DRIVE
LOS ANGELES CA 90065
Email: Senpolanco22@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION

EDWARD G. POOLE ATTORNEY
ANDERSON & POOLE
601 CALIFORNIA ST, STE 1300
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94108-2818
FOR: Western Manufactured Housing Cmmunities
Association
Email: epoole@adplaw.com
Status: PARTY

ALLAN RAGO
QUALITY CONSERVATION SERVICES, INC.
4701 ARROW HIGHWAY, STE E
MONTCLAIR CA 91763
FOR: The Energy Efficiency Council
Email: arago@qcsca.com
Status: PARTY

STEVE RAHON DIRECTOR, TARIFF & REGULATORY
ACCOUNTS
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP32C
SAN DIEGO CA 92123-1548
Email: lschavrien@semprautilities.com
Status: INFORMATION

Sarvjit S. Randhawa
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: ssr@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

Rashid A. Rashid
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
LEGAL DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4107
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
FOR: DRA
Email: rhd@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: PARTY

JESSE W. RASKIN LEGAL ASSOCIATE
THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
1918 UNIVERSITY AVE, 2ND FLR
BERKELEY CA 94704
FOR: THE GREENLINING INSTITUTE
Email: jesser@greenlining.org
Status: INFORMATION
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GREGORY REDICAN DEPUTY DIRECTOR
COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY OF SAN MATEO
930 BRITTAN AVE
SAN CARLOS CA 94070
FOR: Self
Email: gredican@caasm.org
Status: PARTY

Thomas M. Renaghan
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY COST OF SERVICE & NATURAL GAS BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4205
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: tmr@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

ROLAND RISSER DIRECTOR, CUSTOMER ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 770000, MAIL CODE N6G
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94177
Email: rjrb@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

Sarita Sarvate
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: sbs@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

JANINE L. SCANCARELLI ATTORNEY
FOLGER, LEVIN & KAHN, LLP
275 BATTERY ST, 23RD FLR
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111
Email: jscancarelli@flk.com
Status: INFORMATION

STACIE SCHAFFER ATTORNEY
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2244 WALNUT GROVE AVE, RM 390
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
FOR: SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
Email: stacie.schaffer@sce.com
Status: PARTY

BRETT SEARLE PROJECT MANAGEMENT ANALYST
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
123 MISSION-RM 1464, MCH14F
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
Email: bjsv@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

Johanna M. Sevier
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: msj@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

STEVEN R. SHALLENBERGER
SYNERGY COMPANIES
28436 SATTELITE ST
HAYWARD CA 94545
Email: shallenbgr@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION

RICHARD SHAW PRESIDENT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FORUM
PO BOX 469
FILLMORE CA 93016
Email: r-l-shaw@msn.com
Status: INFORMATION

MARK SHIRIN
VENTURA TV APPLIANCE CENTER
3619 E VENTURA BLVD
FRESNO CA 93702-5009
Email: vtvgeneral@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION

JEANNE M. SOLE'
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
CITY HALL, RM 234
1 DR. CARLTON B. GOODLET PLACE
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-4682
Email: jeanne.sole@sfgov.org
Status: INFORMATION

ALEX SOTOMAYOR
MARAVILLE FOUNDATION
5729 UNION PACIFIC AVE
LOS ANGELES CA 90022
Email: alexsot@aol.com
Status: PARTY

DAVE STEPHENSON RATE REGULATION MANAGER WESTERN REGIO
AMERICAN WATER WORKS SERVICE CO.
4701 BELOIT DRIVE
SACRAMENTO CA 95838
Email: dstephenson@amwater.com
Status: INFORMATION
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BOBBI J. STERRETT SNR. SPECIALIST/STATE
REGULATORY AFFAIRS
SOUTHWEST GAS CORPORATION
5241 SPRING MOUNTAIN ROAD
LAS VEGAS NV 89150-0002
Email: bobbi.sterrett@swgas.com
Status: PARTY

DON STONEBERGER
APS ENERGY SERVICES
SUITE 750
400 E. VAN BUREN STRREET
PHOENIX AZ 85004
Status: INFORMATION

DAVE SULLIVAN P.E. CONSULTING ENGINEER
614 38TH PLACE
FLORENCE OR 97439-8216
Email: davesullivan_71@msn.com
Status: INFORMATION

KEITH SWITZER
BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC SERVICE
630 EAST FOOTHILL BLVD.
SAN DIMAS CA 91773
FOR: BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC SERVICE
Email: kswitzer@gswater.com
Status: PARTY

Sarah R. Thomas
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
DIVISION OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 5105
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: srt@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

FRANCES L. THOMPSON
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 770000 MAIL CODE H14G
SAN FRANCISCO CA 95177
Email: flt2@pge.com
Status: INFORMATION

MICHAEL R. THORP ATTORNEY
SOCALGAS AND SDG&E
555 WEST FIFTH ST, STE 1400
LOS ANGELES CA 90013-1011
Email: mthorp@sempra.com
Status: PARTY

Matthew Tisdale
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY PRICING AND CUSTOMER PROGRAMS
BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4104
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
FOR: DRA
Email: mwt@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

LUKE TOUGAS
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
77 BEALE ST, B9A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94105
Status: PARTY

Ava N. Tran
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY DIVISION
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 4-A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: atr@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

YVETTE VAZQUEZ CUSTOMER ASST. MANAGER
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS COMPANIES
8335 CENTURY PARK CT.
SAN DIEGO CA 92123-1569
Email: YVazquez@semprautilities.com
Status: INFORMATION

RICHARD VILLASENOR
TELACU
12252 MC CANN DRIVE
SANTA FE SPRINGS CA 90670
Email: richvilla4@hotmail.com
Status: PARTY

Donna L. Wagoner
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
UTILITY AUDIT, FINANCE & COMPLIANCE BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 3-C
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: dlw@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: INFORMATION

JOY A. WARREN REGULATORY ADMINISTRATOR
MODESTO IRRIGATION DISTRICT
1231 11TH ST
MODESTO CA 95354
Email: joyw@mid.org
Status: INFORMATION
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Karen Watts-Zagha
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
ENERGY PRICING AND CUSTOMER PROGRAMS
BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE RM 4104
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
FOR: DRA
Email: kwz@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: PARTY

GREGGORY L. WHEATLAND
ELLISON SCHNEIDER & HARRIS L.L.P.
2015 H ST
SACRAMENTO CA 95811-3109
FOR: Sierra Pacific Power Company
Email: glw@eslawfirm.com
Status: PARTY

YOLE WHITING
12532 JACKSON HILL LANE
EL CAJON CA 92021
Email: ywhiting@cox.net
Status: INFORMATION

JOSEPH F. WIEDMAN ATTORNEY
GOODIN MACBRIDE SQUERI DAY & LAMPREY LLP
505 SANSOME ST, STE 900
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94111
FOR: Solar Alliance
Email: jwiedman@goodinmacbride.com
Status: PARTY

BARBARA WILLIAMS
RHA, INC.
1151 HARBOR BAY PKWY STE. 205
ALAMEDA CA 94502-6561
Email: barbara@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

JOE WILLIAMS CEO
RICHARD HEATH AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
590 W. LOCUST AVE, STE 103
FRESNO CA 93650
Email: joe@rhainc.com
Status: INFORMATION

LADONNA WILLIAMS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
PO BOX 5653
VALLEJO CA 94591
Email: zzeria@aol.com
Status: INFORMATION

MICHAEL WILLIAMS LIOB MEMBER
LIOB
3045 N. SUNNYSIDE, STE 101
FRESNO CA 93727
Email: mjwms@calwes.com
Status: INFORMATION

Sean Wilson
CALIF PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
UTILITY AUDIT, FINANCE & COMPLIANCE BRANCH
505 VAN NESS AVE AREA 3-C
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94102-3214
Email: smw@cpuc.ca.gov
Status: STATE-SERVICE

JASON WIMBLEY DIVISION CHIEF, ENERGY&ENVIRON
PROGRAMS
DEPT. OF COMMUNITY SERVICES & DEVELOPMEN
700 NORTH 10TH ST, RM 258
SACRAMENTO CA 95814
Email: jwimbley@csd.ca.gov
Status: INFORMATION

MONTE WINEGAR PROJECT DIRECTOR
WINEGARD ENERGY
1818 FLOWER AVE
DUARTE CA 91010
Email: monte@winegardenergy.com
Status: INFORMATION

DON WOOD SR.
PACIFIC ENERGY POLICY CENTER
4539 LEE AVE
LA MESA CA 91941
Email: dwood8@cox.net
Status: PARTY

JOSEPHINE WU
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
PO BOX 770000, MAIL CODE B9A
SAN FRANCISCO CA 94177
Email: jwwd@pge.com
Status: PARTY

JOY YAMAGATA
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC/SOCALGAS
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT
SAN DIEGO CA 92123
Email: jyamagata@semprautilities.com
Status: INFORMATION
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JOY C. YAMAGATA REGULATORY MANAGER
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK COURT, CP 32 D
SAN DIEGO CA 92123
FOR: San Diego Gas & Electric Company/Southern
California Gas Company
Email: jyamagata@semprautilities.com
Status: PARTY

PETE ZANZOT
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY
2131 WALNUT GROVE AVE
ROSEMEAD CA 91770
Email: pete.zanzot@sce.com
Status: INFORMATION
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